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1. Glossary of Defined Terms
APF

Asia-Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions

Authors

The two commissioners of the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives
(HRCM) submitting the present communication: Ahmed Tholal, and Jeehan
Mahmood

Commissioners

The five commissioners serving five year terms from 2010-2015: President
Mariyam Azra Ahmed, Vice-President Ahmed Tholal, Jeehan Mahmood, Dr.
Aly Shameem and Shaikh Ahmed Abdul Kareem

Committee

United Nations Human Rights Committee

DJA

Department of Judicial Administration (Maldives)

First Optional Protocol

Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

HRCA

Human Rights Commission Act

HRCM

Human Rights Commission of the Maldives

ICC

International Co-ordination Committee of National Human Rights Institutions

ICCPR

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

ICJ

International Commission of Jurists

ISHR

International Service for Human Rights

JSC

Judicial Services Commission (Maldives)

Maldives

Republic of Maldives

Report

The report submitted in September 2014 by the Human Rights Commission of
the Maldives to the Human Rights Council in the context of the Universal
Periodic Review of the Maldives

UN

United Nations

UPR

Universal Periodic Review
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2. Summary
1. Ahmed Tholal and Jeehan Mahmood were members of the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives
(HRCM) from 2010-2015 (the Authors).
2. In September 2014, the HRCM published and submitted a report as part of the second Universal
Periodic Review (UPR) of the Maldives by the United Nations (UN) Human Rights Council (the
Report).1
3. The Report focused on prominent human rights issues faced by the Maldives, including access to
justice. The Report questioned the functioning of the judiciary on grounds of independence,
transparency, interference, influence, competency, consistency, and accessibility. In particular the
Report criticised the Supreme Court of the Maldives’ growing powers, suggesting that the Supreme
Court controls the judicial system and has weakened judicial powers vested in other superior and lower
courts.
4. In September 2014, the Supreme Court of the Maldives initiated suo motu proceedings against the
HRCM, charging it with: Unlawfully spreading false information and misleading the public about the
Supreme Court’s jurisdiction, the constitutional and legal procedures followed by the courts of the
Maldivian judiciary in conducting trials and ensuring justice, and the procedures followed by the courts
in releasing information; Deliberately attempting to undermine the independence of the judiciary;
Damaging the Maldives’ independence and sovereignty; and Deliberately attempting to undermine the
Constitution (the Charges).
5. Following two hearings on 24 and 30 September 2014, the Supreme Court issued its verdict on 16 June
2015, ruling that the Report was unlawful, biased and undermined judicial independence, and ordering
the HRCM to follow an 11-point set of guidelines (the Guidelines).
6. The Guidelines require, inter alia, that any communication with international bodies take place through
relevant government institutions, and that the HRCM work in a manner that “does not create divisions
in society” and “will not affect the discipline, culture and traditions of the Maldivian people and will
not affect peace and harmony”. The Guidelines also warn against causing damage to the reputation of
the Maldives.
7. The Charges and Guidelines restrict the HRCM’s work and its right to share information freely with
the UN and as such are an act of reprisal against the HRCM for its legitimate cooperation with the UN
human rights system and its mechanisms. The Authors further submit that by prosecuting the HRCM
for the content of its communications to the UN and by limiting future communication between the
1

Human Rights Commission of the Maldives (HRCM) Submission to the Universal Periodic Review of the Maldives, April–
May 2015 (22nd session), September 2014, available at:
http://www.hrcm.org.mv/Publications/otherdocuments/UPR_submission_Sept_2014.pdf.
The UPR process provides for the participation of all relevant stakeholders, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and national human rights institutions (NHRIs). NGOs and NHRIs can submit information that can be added to the “other
stakeholders” report which is considered during the review. Information they provide can be referred to by any of the States
taking part in the interactive discussion during the review at the Working Group meeting. See UN Human Rights Council,
Institution-building of the United Nations Human Rights Council, 18 June 2007, A/HRC/RES/5/1 at Annex para 3(m)., available
at: http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/E/HRC/resolutions/A_HRC_RES_5_1.doc
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HRCM and the UN through the Guidelines, the Maldives violated article 19 (freedom of expression)
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (the “ICCPR” or “Covenant”).
8. Specifically, the Authors submit that the HRCM’s communication with the UN— in the form of the
Report submitted to the Human Rights Council in the context of the Maldives’ UPR—is an expression
protected under Article 19(2). The Authors further submit that the restrictions on that expression, i.e.
the Charges and Guidelines, constitute a reprisal for accessing and communicating with the UN and
fall short of the requirements for permissible restrictions under Article 19(3) of the ICCPR.
9. The HRCM’s right to freely communicate with international human rights mechanisms should be
firmly preserved in law and practice.

3. Facts of the claim
1.

The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives

10. The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives (HRCM) currently holds ‘B’ status with the
International Co-ordination Committee of National Human Rights Institutions (ICC) 2 and is an
Associate Member of the Asia-Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions (APF).3
11. At the material time, i.e. September 2014 through June 2015, the HRCM was composed of five
commissioners serving five year terms from 2010-2015. This included the two authors of this
complaint, Vice-President Ahmed Tholal and Jeehan Mahmood (the Authors), as well as President
Mariyam Azra Ahmed, Dr. Aly Shameem and Shaikh Ahmed Abdul Kareem (together, the
Commissioners).4 All five Commissioners have since been replaced.5

2

Chart of the Status of National Institutions Accredited by the International Coordinating Committee of National Institutions for
the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights (ICC), Accreditation status as of 26 January 2016
http://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/Documents/Status%20Accreditation%20Chart.pdf.
The Principles relating to the Status of National Institutions (The Paris Principles), adopted by General Assembly resolution
48/134 of 20 December 1993, available at undocs.org/a/RES/48/134, provide the international benchmarks against which
national human rights institutions (NHRIs) can be accredited by the ICC. In line with its key mission to support the establishment
and strengthening of NHRIs, the ICC through its Sub Committee on Accreditation reviews and accredits NHRIs in compliance
with the Paris Principles. There are currently three levels of accreditation: “A” Voting member: complies fully with the Paris
Principles; “B” Observer member: does not fully comply with the Paris Principles or has not yet submitted sufficient
documentation to make that determination; and “C” Non-member: does not comply with the Paris Principles.
3

The APF is a coalition of 22 NHRIs from across the Asia Pacific. To be admitted as a full member, an NHRI must fully comply
with the Paris Principles. NHRIs that partially comply with the Paris Principles are granted associate membership. More
information regarding the APF is available at http://www.asiapacificforum.net/.
4

http://www.hrcm.org.mv/aboutus/Commissioners2010-2015.aspx

5

http://www.hrcm.org.mv/aboutus/Commissioners.aspx
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2.

Report by the HRCM to the Universal Periodic Review (UPR)

12. In September 2014, the HRCM published and submitted a report in the context of the second Universal
Periodic Review (UPR) of the Maldives by the Human Rights Council (the Report).6 The national
report submitted on behalf of the government was published on 17 April 20157 and the review took
place on Wednesday 6 May 2015. The report of the outcome of the review was adopted by the Human
Rights Council in September 2015.
13. The Report focused on prominent human rights issues faced by the Maldives, including the
implementation of the recommendations from the Maldives’ first UPR in 2010. The Report focused on
18 thematic areas and included recommendations in each area.
14. The Report was compiled based on information received from relevant stakeholders including
government authorities and institutions, civil society, as well as information and data gathered by the
HRCM in its own capacity. In addition, the HRCM conducted a series of meetings in the three months
prior to the publication of the Report to facilitate constructive dialogue on the implementation of the
recommendations from the first UPR.
Access to justice issues in the Report
15. The Report questioned the functioning of the judiciary on grounds of independence, transparency,
interference, influence, competency, consistency, and accessibility. The Report criticised the Supreme
Court of the Maldives’ growing powers. The Report suggested that the Supreme Court controls the
judicial system and has weakened judicial powers vested in other superior and lower courts, inter alia
by issuing a circular ordering all state institutions not to communicate to individual courts regarding
any information related to the judiciary except through the Supreme Court.
16. The Report also criticised the State for characterizing the UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence
of Judges and Lawyers’ report on her mission to the Maldives as trying to undermine the country’s
court system.8

6

Human Rights Commission of the Maldives (HRCM) Submission to the Universal Periodic Review of the Maldives, April–
May 2015 (22nd session), September 2014, available at:
http://www.hrcm.org.mv/Publications/otherdocuments/UPR_submission_Sept_2014.pdf.
The UPR process provides for the participation of all relevant stakeholders, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and national human rights institutions (NHRIs). NGOs and NHRIs can submit information that can be added to the “other
stakeholders” report which is considered during the review. Information they provide can be referred to by any of the States
taking part in the interactive discussion during the review at the Working Group meeting. See UN Human Rights Council,
Institution-building of the United Nations Human Rights Council, 18 June 2007, A/HRC/RES/5/1 at Annex para 3(m)., available
at: http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/E/HRC/resolutions/A_HRC_RES_5_1.doc
7

National report of the Maldives submitted in accordance with paragraph 5 of the annex to Human Rights Council resolution
16/21* Maldives, 17 April 2015, available at undocs.org/A/HRC/WG.6/22/MDV/1
8

Statement of the Permanent Representative of the Republic of Maldives to the 23rd session of the Human Rights Council during
the interactive dialogue with the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, Geneva, 28 May 2013, available
at https://extranet.ohchr.org/sites/hrc/HRCSessions/RegularSessions/23rdSession/OralStatements/Maldives_Concerned_08.pdf
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17. In addition, the Report cited recommendations by the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) to build
the competency of the judiciary which the State has not made progress on, and Transparency Maldives’
findings that a majority of the public lack confidence in the justice system.
18. Finally, the Report noted that the HRCM was facing difficulties gathering information related to the
judiciary due to lack of cooperation.
19. The HRCM concluded with a call that the government implement the recommendations issued by the
ICJ as well as the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, codify and
harmonize Shari’ah Law and common law in accordance with the Constitution, and enact laws to
decrease inconsistencies in judicial decision making.

3.

Response by the Supreme Court to the HRCM’s Report

20. In September 2014, the Supreme Court of the Maldives initiated suo motu proceedings against the
HRCM.
21. In the case summary, the Court appears to summarize the charges as follows: Unlawfully spreading
false information and misleading the public about the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction, the constitutional
and legal procedures followed by the courts of the Maldivian judiciary in conducting trials and ensuring
justice, and the procedures followed by the courts in releasing information; Deliberately attempting to
undermine the independence of the judiciary; Damaging the Maldives’ independence and sovereignty;
and Deliberately attempting to undermine the Constitution.
22. In the body of the judgment, the Court appears to expand on the charges as follows (hereinafter, the
Charges):
•

Committing acts against national security and interests, as per the Constitution;

•

Unlawfully representing the Maldivian state;

•

Unlawfully conducting political relations with international organizations;

•

Unlawfully disseminating information and reports in the name of the state to foreign bodies;

•

Violating the supremacy of the Constitution (art. 299) and the principle of rule of law;

•

Providing false information about legal procedures;

•

Contravening art. 189 of the Constitution that states that the HRCM must be independent and
impartial and promote respect for human rights impartially without favour and prejudice;

•

Contravening the Human Rights Commission Act that states that the HRCM must promote human
rights in line with the Constitution;

•

Interfering with the judiciary’s work and unduly influencing the judiciary;

•

Contravening art. 141(c) and (d) of the Constitution and international norms;

•

Violating the independence granted to the judiciary by international laws;
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•

Showing bias;

•

Undermining the HRCM’s credibility;

•

Being wilfully negligent towards the progress the Maldives has made and continues to make in
establishing democracy and upholding the rule of law and human rights;

•

Being oblivious to those who commit terrorist acts against the people, state institutions and security
forces and endanger peace and order and undermine the state’s independence and sovereignty and
those who commit such acts;

•

Overstepping into the jurisdiction of the executive power, security forces, judiciary and legislature;

•

Acting in ways that overlap with the mandate of other state institutions and thus undermining its
own mandate;

•

Contravening 145 (c) of the Constitution that states that the Supreme Court shall be the final
authority on the interpretation of the Constitution, the law, or any other matter dealt with by a court
of law;

•

Contravening article 29 (a) and (b) of Law no 22/2010 (Judicature Act) that states that the
government, the parliament and the state institutions must obey and abide by the Supreme Court’s
ruling;

•

Contravening art 141 (b) of the Constitution that states that the highest authority of the
administration of justice is the Supreme Court; and

•

Contravening art 189 (a) of the Constitution that states that the HRCM has no obligations other
than those mandated by the Islamic Sharia, the Constitution and laws of the Maldives, and the
international covenants the Maldives is party to.

The first hearing
23. On 22 September, the Commissioners were summoned to appear before the Supreme Court.
24. A first hearing took place on 24 September 2014. At this hearing the Supreme Court laid out the charges
and afforded the Commissioners an opportunity to respond.
25. The Commissioners requested that the case instead be heard first by the High Court. This would have
given the Commissioners the right to appeal a High Court judgment whereas having the initial hearing
at the Supreme Court would negate any opportunity for appeal. The Commissioners also pointed out
that the Supreme Court has the authority to order the High Court to try the case based on the principle
of parental jurisdiction as opposed to initiate its own suo motu case.
26. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court refused to entertain any further discussion relating to the
legality of the Supreme Court hearing the case. When the legal team for the Commissioners clarified
that they were not contesting the legality or the authority of the Court but rather suggesting an
appropriate alternative course that would better ensure due process, the argument was struck down by
the bench.
27. The first hearing then proceeded. The Commissioners provided evidence to support their position that
their intention in submitting the Report was not to undermine the Constitution nor compromise the
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sovereignty of the country with malice to its institutions. The Commissioners clarified that the Report
submitted to the UPR was shared with the Department of Judicial Administration (DJA), which
functions in accordance with policies set by the Supreme Court and under the direct supervision of a
designated justice. The DJA did not suggest any edits to the Report, which was a clear indication that
there was no information in the Report that violated any laws. The Supreme Court evaluated this new
evidence during a recess and ultimately decided to suspend the hearings for the day and to hold a second
hearing in the future.

The second hearing
28. A second hearing took place on 30 September 2014. The Commissioners denied the Charges and said
that the HRCM’s observations on the judiciary were based on reports by the UN Special Rapporteur on
the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, the ICJ and the national chapter of Transparency
International.
29. The Court claimed the report of the Special Rapporteur for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers
was invalid. The Court also referred to the report by Transparency Maldives as unfounded, biased and
demonstrating little understanding of the Maldivian judiciary.
30. The Court also reprimanded the Commissioners for failing to consult the Supreme Court when writing
the UPR submission.
31. In response the President and the Vice President of the HRCM explained that the intention was never
to falsely accuse anyone but to raise concerns, based on the Special Rapporteur’s report as well as the
HRCM’s experience dealing with the Supreme Court in two instances, that the Supreme Court was
usurping powers it didn't have.
32. The first involved the Supreme Court hindering an HRCM investigation into a possible human rights
violation by a magistrate court by ordering that court not to cooperate with the HRCM. The second
involved the Supreme Court implicitly ordering lower courts not to cooperate with the HRCM in
conducting a court monitoring program to evaluate the protection of human rights within the judicial
process.
33. The Court considered the HRCM’s actions in both cases to be beyond the scope of its mandate and
clarified that no institution other than the Supreme Court has the authority to monitor the judicial
system.
34. Of the seven justices present, all but two (Justice Abdullah Areef and Justice Mutthasim Adnan)
questioned the Commissioners intensively on the Report submitted in the context of the UPR, stating
that it was a deliberate attempt to belittle the country at the international level.
35. The Supreme Court also criticized the HRCM’s work more generally and posed questions largely
unrelated to the charges that were framed in an apparent effort to intimidate the Commissioners. For
example, although the Charges alleged that the Report was unlawful because of the section on the
judiciary, the Court questioned other parts of the Report and accused the Commissioners of working
against the tenets of Islam. These allegations were raised in relation to a case brought against the HRCM
by the Juvenile Court in March 2014. In that case the Commissioners were summoned to the Juvenile
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Court on contempt of court charges after publishing a report that the Juvenile Court alleged contained
false information. The report related to an appeal of a flogging sentence passed by the Juvenile Court
on a 15-year-old girl who was a sexual abuse victim convicted of fornication.

The sentencing and verdict
36. The case was stalled after two hearings. The Commissioners initially assumed that the case would be
dismissed by the Court. However, the Commissioners were summoned to another hearing on 16 June
2015, which turned out to be the sentencing.
37. The Supreme Court issued its verdict, ordering the HRCM to follow a set of guidelines (the Guidelines):
1. Act within the ambit of the Maldives Constitution and laws to ensure the full protection of the
interests of Maldivian state and its citizens;
2. Ensure the commission does not in any manner disrupt the Maldivian citizen’s unity and homogeny;
3. Ensure the commission does not undermine peace, security, order, and age-old norms of behaviour;
4. Ensure the commission does not overlap with and take over the responsibilities and mandate of
other state institutions;
5. Ensure such activities are permitted in Maldivian society by the Maldives Constitution and its laws;
6. Ensure such activities are in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, and good
behaviour;
7. Ensure such activities are based on policies compiled in light of credible research in line with the
Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, good behaviour, the Maldivian Constitution and laws, and
in a manner that protects national security, peace and unity, and with the full cooperation of other
institutions of the Maldivian state;
8. In the event the commission has to work with foreign bodies, the commission, as an organ of the
sovereign and independent Maldivian state, must follow procedures established by the state and
work with the mediation of the relevant state institution;
9. Uphold the lawful government, ensure respect for the rule of law, and ensure such activities increase
the citizens’ obedience to the rule of law;
10. Ensure such activities are free from political bias, and without the intention of furthering the
interests of a specific party or to defame a specific party; and
11. Ensure such activities do not encourage political, social and religious extremism, and do not
facilitate hardship for the Maldives, and do not tarnish the Maldivian nation’s good reputation.

4. Admissibility of claim
1. Overview
38. The Authors submit that this communication is admissible for determination by the Human Rights
Committee (the Committee) pursuant to the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
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and Political Rights (the First Optional Protocol)9 and in satisfaction of the Rules of Procedure of the
Human Rights Committee (Rules of Procedure).10

2. Compliance with Article 1 of the First Optional Protocol
39. Article 1 of the First Optional Protocol provides:
A State Party to the Covenant that becomes a Party to the present Protocol recognizes the
competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications from individuals subject to
its jurisdiction who claim to be victims of a violation by that State Party of any of the rights set
forth in the Covenant. No communication shall be received by the Committee if it concerns a State
Party to the Covenant which is not a Party to the present Protocol.
40. This communication concerns the Republic of Maldives. The Republic of Maldives acceded to the
ICCPR11 and the First Optional Protocol on 19 September 2006, and is therefore a State party to the
ICCPR and a Party to the First Optional Protocol.
41. The violations of the ICCPR that are the subject of this communication concern the Republic of
Maldives’ conduct in respect of the Authors. The Authors were at all material times residents of the
Republic of Maldives and subject to its jurisdiction. The events giving rise to the violations complained
of occurred in 2014 and 2015.
42. The Authors submit that they are victims under Article 1 of the ICCPR. The beneficiaries of the rights
in the ICCPR are individuals. This includes individuals claiming that actions or omissions that concern
legal persons and similar entities amount to a violation of their own rights.12 The Authors were at all
material times members of the HRCM, which was the named defendant in the Court’s suo moto
proceedings. As such, the Authors were summoned by the Court to answer the charges laid in the
proceedings against the HRCM.
43. The Authors submit that the actions concerning the HRCM amount to a violation of their own rights.
The Authors submit that the Committee’s reasoning in Singer v. Canada is relevant.13 The right at issue
in the present communication—the right to freedom of expression—is by its nature inalienably linked
to the person. The Authors have the freedom to impart information to international bodies and as such
the Authors themselves, and not only the HRCM as an entity, have been directly and personally affected
by the Court’s actions.

9

Opened for signature 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 302 (entered into force 23 March 1976).

10

Human Rights Committee, Rules of Procedure of the Human Rights Committee, UN Doc CCPR/C3/Rev.10 (11 Jan 2012),
available at undocs.org/CCPR/C/3/REV.10.
11

Opened for signature 19 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976).

12

Sarah Joseph & Melissa Castan, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Cases, Materials, and
Commentary, § 3.10 (3rd ed. 2013)
13

Singer v. Canada, Communication No. 455/91, U.N. Doc. No. U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/47/D/455/1991 at 11.2 (1993).
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44. Furthermore, the Authors in this case are victims with the same complaint and as such have grouped
their cases together into the present communication. There is no objection to a group of individuals
who claim to be similarly affected to submit a communication collectively about alleged breaches of
their rights.14

3. Compliance with Article 2 of the First Optional Protocol
45. Article 2 of the First Optional Protocol provides:
Subject to the provisions of article 1, individuals who claim that any of their rights enumerated in
the Covenant have been violated and who have exhausted all available domestic remedies may
submit a written communication to the Committee for consideration.
46. This communication concerns the violation of rights articulated in the ICCPR. The Authors submit that
the Republic of Maldives has violated Articles 19 and 2 of the ICCPR as discussed at 6. Submission on
law and merits of claim, below.
47. The exhaustion of domestic remedies is addressed at 4.5 Compliance with Article 5 of the First Optional
Protocol, below.

4. Compliance with Article 3 of the First Optional Protocol
48. Article 3 of the First Optional Protocol provides:
The Committee shall consider inadmissible any communication under the present Protocol which
is anonymous, or which it considers to be an abuse of the right of submission of such
communications or to be incompatible with the provisions of the Covenant.
72. This communication is not made anonymously. It is submitted by the Authors who are themselves the
victims of the alleged violations.
73. There is nothing to suggest that this communication is an abuse of the right of submission of
communications nor is incompatible with the provisions of the ICCPR.

5. Compliance with Article 5 of the First Optional Protocol
49. Article 5(2) of the First Optional Protocol provides:

14

Sarah Joseph & Melissa Castan, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Cases, Materials, and
Commentary, § 3.11-3.13 (3rd ed. 2013)
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The Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual unless it has ascertained
that:
(a) The same matter is not being examined under another procedure of international investigation
or settlement;
(b) The individual has exhausted all available remedies. This shall not be the rule where the
application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged.
50. This matter is not being examined under another international investigation or settlement procedure.
51. The author has exhausted all available remedies.
52. Given that the alleged violations involve the prosecution of the Authors by the country’s highest court,
there are no further effective judicial remedies available to the Authors and judicial remedies should
therefore be considered exhausted for the purpose of Article 5.
53. There are no further effective non-judicial remedies available to the Authors. The Authors submit that
for the purpose of Article 5 of the Optional Protocol, non-judicial remedies should therefore also be
considered exhausted.
54. The Authors further submit that, in the event that the Committee considers that all available domestic
remedies have not been exhausted, given the context of the violations (addressed at 5, below), any
domestic remedies that are available are not effective and are therefore not required to be exhausted.

5. Context of the violations:
1. The Maldives
55. In 2008, the Maldives adopted a new constitution, transitioning towards greater democracy, and leading
to the country’s first multi-party presidential and parliamentary elections.15 However, in 2013, a new
party came to power, stalling the country’s democratic progress and creating a fear of regression
towards authoritarianism.16

15

International Commission of Jurists and South Asians for Human rights “Justice Adrift: Rule of Law and Political Crisis in the
Maldives: A Fact-Finding Mission Report,” August 2015, p. 2. Available at http://www.icj.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/Maldives-Justice-Adrift-Rule-of-Law-Publications-fact-finding-report-2015-ENG.pdf
See also United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor “Maldives 2014 Human Rights
Report,” p. 1. Available at http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/236856.pdf
16

International Commission of Jurists and South Asians for Human rights “Justice Adrift: Rule of Law and Political Crisis in the
Maldives: A Fact-Finding Mission Report,” August 2015, p. 2. Available at http://www.icj.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/Maldives-Justice-Adrift-Rule-of-Law-Publications-fact-finding-report-2015-ENG.pdf
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56. Thus, the events underlying this complaint have taken place in the context of a gradual human rights
regression by the current Maldivian government, including the judiciary. Among the areas of concern
are the independence of the judiciary, the independence of the HRCM and freedom of expression.
57. According to submissions prepared by Amnesty International in anticipation of the country’s 2015
UPR, the situation regarding the protection and promotion of human rights is, in many respects, worse
than it was at the time of the previous UPR in 2010.17
Independence of the Judiciary
58. Currently, there are serious concerns regarding the lack of judicial impartiality in the Maldives.
Generally, there is a widespread lack of confidence in the judiciary by the Maldivian public, due in part
to perceived lack of fairness.18
59. Amnesty International stated in its 2015/2016 Annual Report that judicial impartiality, including
curtailing the independence of the HRCM, remained a serious concern that the government failed to
address. Authorities reportedly claimed they would not address complaints against the judiciary
because courts were independent, while also failing to strengthen the Maldivian Judicial Services
Commission (JSC) to enable it to effectively address impartiality issues.19 While it is the responsibility
of the JSC to hold judges responsible for the misadministration of justice, the JSC’s own impartiality
has equally been impugned and the government has not taken any steps to strengthen it.20
60. A recent joint fact-finding mission by the ICJ and South Asians for Human rights found that the justice
system was highly politicized and prone to manipulation by the ruling party to further its interests.21 In
that regard, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights accused the Supreme Court of interfering
with the 2013 presidential election process and undermining democratic progress.22
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61. The Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers expressed the view that the
prosecution of the former Maldivian President, in which two of the three judges deciding the case also
acted as state witnesses,23 raised serious fairness concerns.24
62. Several other high profile politicians have also been sentenced in unfair trials, including the former
Defense Minister and the Former Deputy Speaker of parliament.25
63. In addition, the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers reported that the
Supreme Court appears to have decided on the constitutionality of laws without following proper
procedure, leading to the perception that such interventions are arbitrary and improperly motivated by
personal interest. 26 In its Report to the UPR, the HRCM noted the issues surrounding judicial
independence, and further stated that the “Judicial system is controlled and influenced by the Supreme
Court weakening judicial powers vested in other superior and lower courts.”27
64. The Charges and Guidelines that are the subject of this complaint, have been widely denounced by
human rights experts.28 The Charges and Guidelines seriously undermine the ability of the HRCM to
properly perform its functions, as well as its independence. The Supreme Court has effectively
“terminated the [HRCM’s] constitutional independence by ruling that it… should now ‘work like a
ministry or an extension of the government instead of an independent body.” 29 The UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights cited the prosecution and Guidelines as an additional example of the
Maldivian Supreme Court overreaching its powers by performing a legislative, rather than judicial,
function.30 According to the above-noted joint fact-finding mission by the ICJ and South Asians for
Human rights “The Supreme Court’s actions towards the HRCM breached a range of international
standards. The Court’s actions flagrantly contradict the UN Paris Principles relating to the status of
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national human rights institutions (NHRIs) and the obligation of the State to ensure their independence,
as well as repeated resolutions of the UN General Assembly and Human Rights Council.31

Freedom of Expression
65. The situation of freedom of expression in the Maldives has also faced serious hurdles recently, in
particular by the Supreme Court. The 2014 US Department of State Human Rights Report on the
situation in the Maldives notes that there were “several occasions where courts sought to limit free
speech by either questioning or initiating prosecutions against individuals who criticized the courts,”
including the prosecution of the HRCM that is the subject of this complaint.32
66. Several civil society organizations in the Maldives have also been hindered by threats from both
governmental agencies and private citizens, without any prosecutions of those responsible.33
67. Journalists criticizing the government and covering demonstrations have also faced violence and threats
to their safety, without any thorough investigation by the authorities.34

2. Reprisals and intimidation against those who seek to cooperate, cooperate, or have cooperated with
the UN
68. In spite of being clearly proscribed in international law, reprisals and intimidation against individuals
and groups seeking to cooperate, cooperating or having cooperated with the UN in the field of human
rights remain persistent and widespread, 35 and seem to have become more varied and severe over
time.36 They are one of the means by which perpetrators of human rights violations and those who
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tolerate them seek to avoid accountability37 and can have a very serious deterrent effect on people
willing to cooperate with the UN.38
69. No comprehensive study has yet been undertaken on the nature nor extent to which acts of reprisals
and intimidation take place. However, it is known from examining reports by the Secretary-General
and other UN bodies that reprisals are often carried out by powerful State agents, such as the police,
military or security forces, or the judiciary, who act to protect the State from criticism. They are also
often carried out by non-State agents, including corporations, private security companies, organised
crime, or armed groups, whose links to the State are more or less direct, indirect, or totally absent.39
70. Reprisals and intimidation can take many forms, including but not limited to harassment, threats,
warnings, surveillance, defamation and smear campaigns, interrogation, deportation, confiscation of
travel documents, refusal to grant exit visas, denial of permits, withdrawal of privileges, disciplinary
measures, fines, arrests, civil or criminal prosecutions or sanctions, physical assault, disappearances,
torture or even death.40 The Secretary-General reported in 2015 that the types of acts reported seem to
have become more varied and severe over time, targeting not only the individuals or groups concerned
but also their families, legal representatives, non-governmental organizations and anyone linked to
them. 41
71. Reprisals often take place in the home country, but can also occur at the very moment an individual or
organisation is engaging with a UN mechanism. For example, organisations participating in sessions
of the Council in Geneva have faced threats and harassment from members of their country’s
delegation. These incidents have also been combined in some cases with press campaigns at home in
which they are publicly denounced and threatened. Threats have come from high level government
officials.42

3. Reprisals and intimidation against NHRIs
72. The Council and the General Assembly recently stressed that NHRIs and their members and staff
should not face any form of reprisal or intimidation as a result of their activities, and called upon States
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to promptly and thoroughly investigate cases of alleged reprisal or intimidation against members or
staff of NHRIs or against individuals who cooperate or seek to cooperate with them.43
73. At the opening of the 28th Annual Meeting of the ICC, held in Geneva from 12-13 March 2015, then
President of the Human Rights Council, Joachim Rücker of Germany, spoke of the critical importance
of supporting independent and effective NHRIs, saying that reports of reprisals against NHRIs were of
"great concern" to the Council. Mr Rücker noted that "NHRIs and their respective members and staff
should not face any form of reprisal or intimidation, including political pressure, physical intimidation,
harassment or unjustifiable budgetary limitations, as a result of activities undertaken in accordance with
their respective mandates."44

6. Submissions on law and merits of claim
74. The complainants respectfully submit that the State party’s actions constitute an unlawful reprisal
against the complainants and that, by charging and prosecuting the members of the HRCM for the
content of their communications to the Council and by issuing the Guidelines in order to limit future
communications between the HRCM and organs of the UN, the State party violated Article 19 (freedom
of expression) of the ICCPR.

1. Violation of Article 19: Freedom of Expression:
75. The ICCPR states that:
19(2) Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either
orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.45
19(3) The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special
duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall
only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public
health or morals.
76. The Authors submit that the facts outlined above constitute a violation of their right to freedom of
expression under the ICCPR. Specifically, the Authors submit that their communication with the UN—
43
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in the form of the report submitted to the Council in the context of the Maldives’ UPR—is an expression
protected under Article 19(2). The Authors further submit that the restrictions on that expression, i.e.
the Charges and Guidelines, constitute a reprisal for accessing and communicating with the UN and
fall short of the requirements for permissible restrictions under Article 19(3) of the ICCPR.

1.1. The scope of the right
77. The Human Rights Committee has clarified that freedom of expression includes the right to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, and the expression of
every form of idea and opinion capable of transmission to others, including political discourse,
commentary on public affairs, and discussion of human rights.46 Several cases have confirmed that
political expression is protected.47
78. Furthermore, the Human Rights Committee has recognized that the right to freedom of expression is
an essential element of free and democratic societies,48 and that it guarantees a person’s right to openly
evaluate, discuss, and criticize their country, its government and its branches.49 In that respect, the
Human Rights Committee has clarified that the entities targeted by the obligation include all branches
of the State, including executive, legislative, and judicial.50
79. The Human Rights Committee has also recognized that freedom of expression is a necessary condition
for the realization of the principles of transparency and accountability that are, in turn, essential for the
promotion and protection of human rights.51
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80. Freedom of expression encompasses a right to unhindered access to and communication with
international bodies. 52 This right is specifically reaffirmed in the Declaration on the Right and
Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally
Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the “Declaration on Human Rights Defenders”
or the “Declaration”):
Article 9(4) of the Declaration provides that ‘everyone has the right, individually and in
association with others, to unhindered access to and communication with international
bodies53 with general or special competence to receive and consider communications on
matters of human rights and fundamental freedoms’;

Article 5(c) of the Declaration provides that ‘for the purpose of promoting and protecting
human rights and fundamental freedoms, everyone has the right, individually and in
association with others, at the national and international levels to communicate with nongovernmental or intergovernmental organisations.'
81. The Declaration ‘does not create new rights but instead articulates existing rights in a way that makes
it easier to apply them to the practical role and situation of human rights defenders.’54
82. The broad formulation in the Declaration must be understood to cover the full range of interaction that
may take place between individuals or organisations and international human rights bodies. Such
interaction encompasses all procedures that international human rights bodies may have at their
disposal, ranging from a mere request for information, to the submission of a report or individual
complaint, to participating in trainings and attending meetings, to being interviewed by a fact finding
mission.
83. The Committee itself has recognized that communicating freely with it is a form of expression for
which defenders must be protected from reprisals.55
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1.2. Permissible limitations:
84. Article 19(3) expressly recognizes that the right of free expression may be restricted for a number of
reasons. Specifically, Article 19(3) permits free expression to be limited by measures provided by law
and proportionately designed to protect the rights or reputation of others, and/or national security,
public order, public health, or morals.56
85. The Authors submit that the violations of their right to freedom of expression in this case fell short of
the requirements for restrictions under Article 19(3). The prosecution of the complainants and
subsequent Guidelines violating their freedom of expression were not prescribed by law and were not
for a proper, enumerated, purpose. Rather, they constitute reprisals for the Authors’ engagement with
the UN.

The restrictions were not provided by law.

86. The Human Rights Committee has clarified that in order for limitations on freedom of expression to
meet the requirement that they be ‘provided by law’, they must be formulated with sufficient precision
to enable an individual to regulate his or her conduct accordingly and must be made accessible to the
public. Furthermore, the law cannot confer unfettered discretion on those charged with its execution.
Finally, laws must provide sufficient guidance to enable those charged with their execution to ascertain
what is properly restricted and not.57
87. In the case summary, the Court seems to summarize the Charges as follows: Unlawfully spreading false
information and misleading the public about the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction, the constitutional and
legal procedures followed by the courts of the Maldivian judiciary in conducting trials and ensuring
justice, and the procedures followed by the courts in releasing information; Deliberately attempting to
undermine the independence of the judiciary; Damaging the Maldives’ independence and sovereignty;
and Deliberately attempting to undermine the Constitution.
88. In the body of the judgment, the Court appears to expand on the Charges as:
•

Committing acts against national security and interests, as per the Constitution;

•

Unlawfully representing the Maldivian state;

•

Unlawfully conducting political relations with international organizations;

•

Unlawfully disseminating information and reports in the name of the state to foreign bodies;

•

Violating the supremacy of the Constitution (art. 299) and the principle of rule of law;

56
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•

Providing false information about legal procedures;

•

Contravening art. 189 of the Constitution that states that the HRCM must be independent and
impartial and promote respect for human rights impartially without favour and prejudice;

•

Contravening the Human Rights Commission Act that states that the HRCM must promote human
rights in line with the Constitution;

•

Interfering with the judiciary’s work and unduly influencing the judiciary;

•

Contravening art. 141(c) and (d) of the Constitution and international norms;

•

Violating the independence granted to the judiciary by international laws;

•

Showing bias;

•

Undermining the HRCM’s credibility;

•

Being willfully negligent towards the progress the Maldives has made and continues to make in
establishing democracy and upholding the rule of law and human rights;

•

Being oblivious to those who commit terrorist acts against the people, state institutions and security
forces and endanger peace and order and undermine the state’s independence and sovereignty and
those who commit such acts;

•

Overstepping into the jurisdiction of the executive power, security forces, judiciary and legislature;

•

Acting in ways that overlap with the mandate of other state institutions and thus undermining its
own mandate;

•

Contravening 145 (c) of the Constitution that states that the Supreme Court shall be the final
authority on the interpretation of the Constitution, the law, or any other matter dealt with by a court
of law;

•

Contravening article 29 (a) and (b) of Law no 22/2010 (Judicature Act) that states that the
government, the parliament and the state institutions must obey and abide by the Supreme Court’s
ruling;

•

Contravening art 141 (b) of the Constitution that states that the highest authority of the
administration of justice is the Supreme Court;

•

Contravening art 189 (a) of the Constitution that states that the HRCM has no obligations other
than those mandated by the Islamic Sharia, the Constitution and laws of the Maldives, and the
international covenants the Maldives is party to.

89. The Authors submit that many of the Charges individually, and the entirety of the Charges read
together, are not “provided by law” within the meaning of the ICCPR and as elucidated in General
Comment No 34. Many of the Charges individually, and certainly the Charges taken as a whole, were:
89.1.

Unduly vague and overbroad and provided excessively wide scope for subjective
interpretation: e.g. “undermining sovereignty of the state,” “showing bias,” “providing false
information about legal procedures,” and “acting against national security and interests”. Such
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charges were not sufficiently precise so as to enable the Authors to regulate their conduct
accordingly, nor were they accessible to the public;
89.2.

Without clear legal basis or detail: e.g, “unlawfully representing the Maldivian state”,
“undermining the HRCM’s credibility” and “being willfully negligent towards the progress the
Maldives has made”;

89.3.

Derived from or enshrined in traditional, religious or other such customary law: e.g,
“contravening art 189 (a) of the Constitution that states that the HRCM has no obligations other
than those mandated by the Islamic Sharia…”.; and

89.4.

Incompatible with the provisions, aims and objectives of the Covenant, including the
fundamental aim and objective of ensuring that persons have the ability to freely cooperate and
communicate with international human rights mechanisms such as the Human Rights Council
or the Committee itself: e.g., “unlawfully conducting political relations with international
organizations” and “unlawfully disseminating information and reports in the name of the state
to foreign bodies”.

90. The Guidelines issued by the Court are as follows:
1. Act within the ambit of the Maldives Constitution and laws to ensure the full protection of the
interests of the Maldivian state and its citizens;
2. Ensure the commission does not in any manner disrupt the Maldivian citizen’s unity and
homogeny;
3. Ensure the commission does not undermine peace, security, order, and age-old norms of behaviour;
4. Ensure the commission does not overlap with and take over the responsibilities and mandate of
other state institutions;
5. Ensure such activities are permitted in Maldivian society by the Maldives Constitution and its laws;
6. Ensure such activities are in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, and good
behaviour;
7. Ensure such activities are based on policies compiled in light of credible research in line with the
Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, good behavior, the Maldivian Constitution and laws, and
in a manner that protects national security, peace and unity, and with the full cooperation of other
institutions of the Maldivian state;
8. In the event the commission has to work with foreign bodies, the commission, as an organ of the
sovereign and independent Maldivian state, must follow procedures established by the state and
work with the mediation of the relevant state institution;
9. Uphold the lawful government, ensure respect for the rule of law, and ensure such activities
increase the citizens’ obedience to the rule of law;
10. Ensure such activities are free from political bias, and without the intention of furthering the
interests of a specific party or to defame a specific party;
11. Ensure such activities do not encourage political, social and religious extremism, and do not
facilitate hardship for the Maldives, and do not tarnish the Maldivian nation’s good reputation.
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91. Similarly, the Authors submit that many of the Guidelines individually, and the entirety of the
Guidelines read together, are not “provided by law” within the meaning of the ICCPR and as elucidated
in General Comment No 34. Many of the Guidelines individually, and certainly the Charges taken as a
whole, were:
91.1.

Unduly vague and overbroad and provided excessively wide scope for subjective interpretation,
e.g. “Act within the ambit of the Maldives Constitution and laws to ensure the full protection
of the interests of the Maldivian state and its citizens”, “not in any manner disrupt the Maldivian
citizen’s unity and homogeny”, “not undermine peace, security, order, and age-old norms of
behaviour”, “Ensure such activities are in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal
norms, and good behaviour”, ensure activities “increase the citizens’ obedience to the rule of
law”, ensure activities “not facilitate hardship for the Maldives”. Such Guidelines were not
sufficiently precise so as to enable members of the HRCM to regulate their conduct accordingly
and appear to have conferred unfettered discretion on the Court, which is in turn charged with
their execution;

91.2.

Derived from or enshrined in traditional, religious or other such customary law: “Ensure the
commission does not in any manner disrupt the Maldivian citizen’s unity and homogeny”,
“Ensure such activities are in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, and good
behaviour”, “Ensure such activities are based on policies compiled in light of credible research
in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, good behaviour”, “Ensure the
commission does not undermine … age-old norms of behaviour”;

91.3.

Incompatible with the provisions, aims and objectives of the Covenant, including the
fundamental aim and objective of ensuring that persons have the ability to freely cooperate and
communicate with international human rights mechanisms such as the Human Rights Council
or the Committee itself: “In the event the commission has to work with foreign bodies, the
commission, as an organ of the sovereign and independent Maldivian state, must follow
procedures established by the state and work with the mediation of the relevant state
institution.”

92. Furthermore, contrary to the requirements laid out by the Committee in General Comment No 34, the
Charges and Guidelines:
92.1.

Appear to have conferred unfettered discretion to restrict freedom of expression on the Court,
the very body charged with their execution58; and

92.2.

Amount to an attack on the Authors, being “persons who engage in the gathering and analysis
of information on the human rights situation and who publish human rights-related reports”,
precisely because of the publication of such a report and “because of the exercise of his or her
freedom of opinion or expression.”59
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Human Rights Committee, General comment No. 34 Article 19: Freedoms of opinion and expression, at para. 25, available at
undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/34
59
Human Rights Committee, General comment No. 34 Article 19: Freedoms of opinion and expression, at para. 23, available at
undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/34
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The restrictions did not pursue a legitimate aim:

93. The Committee has clarified that restrictions must be legitimate in the particular circumstances in which
they are applied. That is, the State party must demonstrate the precise nature of the threat, and the
necessity and proportionality of the specific action taken, by establishing a direct and immediate
connection between the impugned expression and the threat.60
94. The Committee has also clarified that it does not have to defer to the judgment of the State as to whether
a restriction on expression complies with article 19(3).61
95. The ICCPR sets out five legitimate grounds for restriction: (1) Rights of Others, (2) Reputation of
Others, (3) National security, (4) Public Order, and (5) Public Health and Morals.
95.1. Rights of Others: Article 19(3) recognizes that freedom of expression can be limited by another’s
exercise of other equally important rights. The Committee has clarified that the ‘rights’ in
question in this context are those recognized in the ICCPR and more generally in international
human rights law.62 The Committee has also clarified that such restrictions must be construed
with care and must not impede political debate. 63 The Special Rapporteur has noted that
limitations on freedom of expression intended to protect the rights or reputation of others “must
not be used to protect the State and its officials from public opinion.”64
95.2. Reputation of Others: Article 19(3) recognizes that restrictions on freedom of expression can be
justified by reference to the ‘reputations’ of others. However, the Committee has clarified that a
public interest in the subject matter of the criticism should be recognised as a defence and care
should be taken to avoid excessively punitive measures and penalties. 65 The Committee has
specifically recognized that “the right to freedom of expression includes the right to criticize or
openly or publicly evaluate their Governments without fear of interference or punishment,” and
that whether a sanction to protect public order or the honour and reputation of government is
proportionate must be evaluated in light of the paramount importance of the right to freedom of
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expression of expression in a democratic society, and the fact that government by its nature is
subject to criticism and opposition. 66
95.3. National security: Article 19(3) recognizes that restrictions on freedom of expression can be
justified by reference to national security, i.e. when the political independence or the territorial
integrity of the State is at risk. However, the Committee has clarified that treason laws and other
similar provisions relating to national security cannot be invoked to prosecute human rights
defenders or others for having disseminated information of legitimate public interest.67
95.4. Public Order: Article 19(3) recognizes that restrictions on freedom of expression can be justified
by reference to public order, which is a broader concept than national security and can be defined
as the sum of rules that ensure the peaceful and effective functioning of society.68 The Committee
has further considered that, while safeguarding and strengthening national unity under difficult
political circumstances can be a legitimate objective, “it cannot be achieved by attempting to
muzzle advocacy of … democratic tenets and human rights.”69
95.5. Public Health and Morals: Article 19(3) recognizes that restrictions on freedom of expression can
be justified by reference to public health and morals, the former never having been the subject of
a complaint before the Committee. With regard to ‘morals’, the Committee has clarified that the
concept derives from many social, philosophical and religious traditions and that consequently
limitations must be understood in light of the universality of human rights and the principle of
non-discrimination.70
96. The Special Rapporteur has stated that States must not abuse restrictions or limitations for political
ends.71 Furthermore, the Special Rapporteur noted that no limitations on freedom of expression are
acceptable with regards to “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on
human rights, government activities and corruption in government; engaging in election campaigns,
peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy; and expression of
opinion and dissent, religion or belief, including by persons belonging to minorities or vulnerable
groups.”72
97. The Special Rapporteur has also commented that criminal defamation laws must not be used to protect
abstract or subjective notions or concepts, such as the State, national symbols, or national identity, as
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international human rights law properly protects individuals and groups of people, not abstract notions
or institutions that are subject to scrutiny, comment or criticism.73
98. With regard to the aim pursued by the Court, the judgment and Guidelines indicate that the case was
initiated by the Court to hold accountable the members of the HRCM for the following: unlawfully
spreading false information about the Court’s jurisdiction, the constitutional and legal procedures
followed by the judiciary in conducting trials and ensuring justice, and the procedures followed by the
courts in releasing information; deliberately attempting to undermine the independence of the judiciary;
damaging the Maldives’ independence and sovereignty, and attempting to undermine the Constitution.
99. The Authors submit that those aims do not meet the requirements for permissible restrictions under
Article 19(3).
99.1. Rights of Others: There is no evidence that the Court intended to protect the rights of any other
individuals or communities in violating the Commissioners’ freedom of expression.
99.2. Reputation of Others: While the Charges and Guidelines could be characterized as an attempt to
protect the reputation of the Court and judiciary, the Authors submit that the Charges and
Guidelines cannot be justified under this ground in light of the paramount importance of the right
to freedom of expression, which includes the right to criticize or openly or publicly evaluate
Government without fear of interference or punishment.
99.3. National Security: The Guidelines order the HRCM not to undermine security and to conduct its
activities in a manner that protects national security. However, the Authors submit that the State
party did not meet the requirements in Article 19(3) as it did not show how the publication of the
Report created a risk to national security, nor what the nature and extent of any such risk is.
Furthermore, the Court’s invocation of national security runs afoul of the Committee’s
jurisprudence which clarifies that national security cannot be invoked to prosecute human rights
defenders or others for having disseminated information of legitimate public interest.
99.4. Public Order: The Guidelines ordered the HRCM not to undermine order. However, the Authors
submit that the State party did not meet the requirements in Article 19(3) as it did not show how
the publication of the Report undermined public order. Rather than protect the rights of the
population, the restrictions seem designed to protect the government from criticism.
99.5. Public Health and Morals: The Guidelines ordered the HRCM not to undermine “age-old norms
of behaviour” and ensure its activities are in line with “accepted societal norms, and good
behaviour”, which might be interpreted as a call to protect morals. However, the Authors submit
that the State party did not meet the requirements in Article 19(3) as it did not show how the
publication of the Report undermined morals.
100.
Rather than permissible restrictions, the Authors submit that the Charges and Guidelines were
reprisals for the HRCM’s report to the Human Rights Council and as such were intended to attack the
Authors for their engagement with the UN.
101.
In that regard, the Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders, in her Commentary to the
Declaration on Human Rights Defenders recognized the increasing use of courts, by states, to “harass
human rights defenders and hinder their work”, including charging defenders with: spying for
73

Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, Mr.
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disseminating information abroad; aiming to overthrow the Government and damaging a country’s
reputation for reporting on the domestic human rights situation at international human rights
conferences; with treason, terrorist activities, aiding and abetting an illegal organization, and
endangering the integrity of the State for publishing reports about human rights; and with defamation
of authorities, spreading false information liable to disturb public order, insulting the security forces,
tarnishing the image or reputation of the State and sedition, all of which have been portrayed as
damaging national security.74

The restrictions were not necessary nor proportionate
102. Finally, even if the violations were provided by law and pursued a legitimate aim, which is strictly
denied by the Authors, they did not meet the final element of the test – necessity and proportionality.
103. Restrictions must meet strict tests of justification. Restrictions are only necessary if the (legitimate)
purpose could not be achieved in other ways that do not violate freedom of expression.75 In order to
meet the requirement of proportionality, the Committee has clarified that restrictions must not be
overbroad, must be appropriate to achieve the (legitimate) purpose, must be the least intrusive
instrument amongst those which might achieve the (legitimate) purpose, and must be proportionate to
the (legitimate) purpose. In addition, the principle of proportionality must be respected in both the
measure that frames the restriction but also in its application.76 Finally, the Committee has said that
the principle of proportionality must also consider the form of expression at issue as well as the means
of its dissemination, i.e. the ICCPR places particularly high value on free expression in the context of
public debate concerning figures in the public and political domain.77
104. The Authors submit that the Charges and Guidelines were not necessary nor proportionate to any
possible aim. As discussed above, the Charges and Guidelines were vague, overbroad, and provided
excessively wide scope for subjective interpretation. In reprising against the Authors, the Charges and
Guidelines effectively put in jeopardy the right itself as virtually any communication to the UN
criticising the government would have been captured by the Charges and/or the Guidelines.78
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7. Effective remedies requested
105. The Authors hereby request that the Committee:
105.1.

Declare a violation of the Authors’ rights under Article 19 of the ICCPR;

105.2.

Declare specifically that:

105.2.1.the violations of the Authors’ freedom of expression were not “provided for by law” as
neither the Charges nor the Guidelines were formulated with sufficient precision to
enable an individual to ascertain what is properly restricted and regulate his or her
conduct accordingly, and conferred unfettered discretion on the Court, which is in turn
charged with their execution;
105.2.2.the Charges and Guidelines were per se violations of Article 19 because they did not
pursue a legitimate aim;
105.2.3.neither the Charges nor the Guidelines were necessary in the pursuit of any legitimate
aim;
105.2.4.the Charges and Guidelines were reprisals against the Authors for communicating with
the UN, which is expression protected under Article 19;

8. Annexures
Annexed to this communication are the following:
•

ANNEX 1 - HRCM Submission to the UPR - September 2014

•

ANNEX 2 - Judgment - Supreme Court v. HRCM

•

ANNEX 3 - Translation - Judgment - Supreme Court v. HRCM
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HRCM Submission to the Universal Periodic Review
of the Maldives, April –May 2015 (22nd session)
September 2014

Human Rights Commission of the Maldives (HRCM)
The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives (HRCM) was first established under Presidential Decree on
December 10, 2003. On August 18, 2005, the Human Rights Commission Act was ratified, thereby making the
HRCM the first independent and autonomous statutory body in the Maldives. The amendments brought to the
Human Rights Commission Act in August 2006 broadened the mandate and powers of the HRCM, making it
compliant with the Paris Principles. With the ratification of the Constitution in August 2008, the HRCM was made
an independent and autonomous constitutional body.
The HRCM currently holds ‘B’ status with the International Co‐ordination Committee of National Human Rights
Institutions (ICC) and is an Associate Member of the Asia‐Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions
(APF).
In December 2007, the HRCM was designated by a Presidential Decree as the National Preventive Mechanism
(NPM) under the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment and Punishment (OPCAT).As prescribed under the OPCAT, the HRCM was designated as the NPM in
legislation with the ratification of the Anti‐torture Act in December 2013.
The report focuses on prominent human rights issues faced, along with the implementation status of the
recommendations from the 1st UPR review. Accordingly report outlines on 18 thematic areas which comprises of
civil and political rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights. Each thematic area is concluded by
recommendations. Report was compiled based on information received from the relevant stakeholders including
government authorities, institutions, civil society in addition to existing in‐house monitoring and data. In addition,
HRCM also conducted a series of meetings in the past three months to facilitate constructive dialogue on the
implementation of the recommendations. HRCM is represented in the steering committee established by the
government during the first UPR review. Regrettably, this committee failed to fulfil its intended obligation.
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Abbreviations
DV

Domestic Violence

FPA

Family Protection Authority

HPA

Health Protection Agency

HRCM

Human Rights Commission of the Maldives

ICJ

International Commission of Jurists

IDP

Internally Displaced Persons

LRA

Labour Relations Authority

MLG

Ministry of Law and Gender

MoE

Ministry of Education

MPS

Maldives Police Service

PwD

Persons with Disabilities

TM

Transparency Maldives

UN

United Nations
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Right to life
1. In recent years, gang violence and murders have increased at an alarming level (ANNEX 2). A study shows that
many of these gang related violence are linked to politicians or business persons who pay gangs to carry out
violent acts1. Yet, state has been unsuccessful in effectively addressing this issue. So far 21 murder cases were
recorded since 2010, most of which were gang related.
Take immediate action to eliminate gang related violence. Develop long‐term plans to ensure the security of
persons.
Human Trafficking
2. Children are involved in commercial sex work.2 Many children migrate to Male’ from atolls for education,
remain vulnerable to domestic servitude and sexual harassment by host families.
3. There are countless reports of exploitation of migrant workers through fraudulent recruitment practices by
their agents, withholding of wages and confiscation of passports.3 Shelters to accommodate trafficking victims
and support services are not operational. Lack of resources and capacity appear to be a challenge faced by
authorities in establishment of institutional mechanisms and to implement the Anti‐Human Trafficking Act.
Thus efforts to facilitate redress to victims remain disproportionate to a deteriorating situation.
Take concerted efforts to implement Anti‐Human Trafficking Act
Torture
4. People are very much concerned about law enforcement officials conducting acts of torture.4 A total of 304
torture allegations have been lodged at HRCM of which 74 allegations have been investigated from 2010 to
July 2014. However, none of these cases were sent to prosecution due to lack of enough evidence to prove
them in a court of law.
5. The most pressing issues observed in prisons are the lack of categorization, unavailability of rehabilitation and
reintegration programs, unnecessary strip‐search and disproportionate disciplinary measures towards male
prisoners and minors. In custodials, issue of overcrowding, handcuffing for indefinite periods, extended
detention for investigation purposes and failure to collate data in a systematic way are areas suggested for
improvement over the years. In the only psychiatric institution of State, despite continuous recommendations
for change, geriatric patients and patients enduring mental illnesses and PWD are accommodated without
proper categorization. Institution for children under State care is heavily under‐staffed. Inappropriate
disciplinary measures against children under de facto detention persist in most institutions sheltering juveniles.
Establish mechanisms and procedures protecting the psychological and physical wellbeing of children under
state care and those deprived of their liberty.
Access to justice
6. Enforcement of Penal Code is a positive development towards a better legislative framework. However, due to
shortfalls in judicial system, functioning of the judiciary is often questionable on various grounds including
independence, transparency, interference, influence, competency, consistency, and accessibility.5 State
responded to UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers as trying to undermine the
country’s court system.6 ICJ has issued a number of recommendations to build competency of judiciary with no
progressive action by the state.
7. According to TM, majority of public lack confidence in the court system.7 8 Majority of cases, both criminal and
civil, often get delayed for more than a year, and is prosecuted in capital which forces plaintiffs and defendants
from atolls to travel to and stay in capital, which is costly.
8. Judicial system is controlled and influenced by the Supreme Court weakening judicial powers vested in other
superior and lower courts. Supreme Court issued a circular ordering all state institutions not to communicate
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to individual courts regarding any information related to judiciary except through Supreme Court.9 HRCM is
facing difficulties in gathering information related to Judiciary due to lack of cooperation.
Adopt recommendations issued by Special Rapporteur and ICJ. Codify and harmonize Shari’ah Law and
common law in accordance with the Constitution. Enact important laws leaving no room for inconsistencies
in judicial decision making.
Freedom of Expression
9. Although Constitution assures its citizen the freedom of thought and expression, there are no laws which
guarantee freedom of expression in the Maldives. Parliament Privileges Act can be used to force journalist to
reveal their source, which could undermine the constitutional protection that journalists currently enjoy.
10. There have been many reports of death threats to media persons and parliament members. State is yet to take
realistic action to address these threats. The recent disappearance of Ahmed Rizwan Abdullah, a journalist and
human rights advocate is of critical concern.10
Take measures to address issue of threats and intimidation directed to parliamentarians, journalists and civil
society activists to ensure their safety.
Freedom of Assembly
11. Political instability in 2012 resulted in a series of intense demonstrations. HRCM observed during dispersal of
demonstrations MPS used disproportionate force which was at times discriminatory towards political parties,
excessive and disproportionate use of pepper spray at protestors, inconsistency in issuing warnings before
dispersal and obstruction of media.11 It was evident that some demonstrators were subjected to torture at the
time of arrest.12
12. While recently endorsed Freedom of Peaceful Assembly Act encompasses positive developments, HRCM raised
concerns over provisions of geographical limitations, lack of guidance on control of counter assemblies and
requirement to accredit reporters.13
Amend the Act in compliance with ICCPR. Incorporate international best practices and human rights
standards into existing public order training. Take action against officers who violate the laws, eliminating
room for impunity.
Freedom of Association
13. Some NGO’s advocating human rights and democracy have been subjected to intimidation by state actors and
their freedom of association and expression have been hindered.14 In the absence of trade unions, workers’
associations undertake their role.15 An Act on Industrial and Labor Relations is yet to be enacted, thus legal gap
remain as an obstacle to functioning of trade unions. Members of trade unions remain intimidated to disclose
membership to employers as members face reprisals such as termination of employment. This is common
among workers in the areas of tourism and seaports. Lack of transparency in distribution of service charge is a
major reason for strike in tourism industry while not receiving full payment of overtime pay is a grave concern
raised by Teachers’ Association. Union members face numerous difficulties in exercising collective bargaining,
tripartite consultations and work stoppage, as proper legal mechanism is not in place for dispute resolution.
Amend legislation on associations and enact law on industrial relations.
Health
14. Health services are not easily accessible and available in atolls and lack healthcare professionals such as
gynecologists and pediatricians.16Public has no trust in the healthcare system due to many avoidable health
incidents and sensitive medical information of patients being leaked.17
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15. Frequent media reports about infanticide and abandonment of infants, plus prevalence of illegal and unsafe
abortions indicate that sexual relations among adolescents and unmarried adults are common.18 19 Access to
contraceptives and contraceptive information is limited to married couples to a certain degree in atolls.
Furthermore, age appropriate sex education is not provided in schools and parents are not aware of the
importance of such education.20
HIV/AIDS
16. The health system is not ready to address a potential HIV outbreak as it lacks prevention programs and
specialized care for population groups at risk. HPA mandated with HIV/AIDS prevention/control is not
adequately funded and lacks capacity to lay down such a system. There are no prevention services for high risk
groups, increasing the risk of spreading HIV.2122 High risk factors including sharing of needles to inject drugs,
high sexual activity among adolescents and youth could contribute to an increased prevalence of HIV/AIDS.23It
is alarming that there is no screening system for HIV/AIDS and STI in the prison system; considering some of
the identified HIV patients go in and out of prison as repeated offenders.24
Strengthen existing healthcare system to address current problems in the health services especially
emphasizing life‐threatening illnesses and incidents. Take necessary actions to address HIV/AIDS related
human rights issues, including prevention for high risk groups.
Child Rights
17. Children born out of wedlock face discrimination. Paternity testing is not admissible evidence in court and such
a child would be denied father’s name, inheritance and child maintenance.
Violence against children takes place in all settings. Only a small proportion of reported child abuse victims get
justice, and remain re‐victimized due to systemic failures. Most prevalent challenges include delays in
obtaining evidence and overly strict evidentiary requirements.25 The legal age of consent, along with societal
attitudes to treat child abuse as private matter or to force child abuse victim to deny testimony in court to
protect family honor as perpetrator is usually a family member providing financial support are factors that
cannot be disregarded.26 Moreover, state has fallen short to publish child sexual offender‘s registry.
Additionally, overall functioning of victim support system is effected due to a weak child protection system that
is under resourced, with inconsistencies in capacity and coordination. Family Act allows marriage of minors
under specific conditions. There are reports of registration of child marriages without counsel of MLG as
Shari’ah is basis for defining marriage practices.27
18. There are many reasons as to why youth join gangs which include in search of identity and protection while
unemployment remains as a major driving factor.28 The political and business elites exploit gangs in exchange
for financing.29 With criminal records or inability to exit gang life makes it difficult for youth to find
employment, rehabilitation opportunities and remain stigmatized by society.30 Depending on the nature of
crime, implementation of the sentence for a minor can be delayed for a set period of time or until they reach
18 years, on condition of substantial changes in behavior.31 Although, human resource, rehabilitation and
support programs remain limited for proper functioning of a juvenile justice system; the lack of political will
along with resource constraints impacts addressing these issues.
19. Despite existence of a longstanding moratorium, a regulation on procedures for death penalty was recently
introduced and its enforcement for minors is delayed until 18 years of age. The age of criminal responsibility is
15 years and minors can be held for Hadd offences. Bills such as Criminal Procedure Code, Evidence Bill and
Witness Protection needs to be enacted and state is yet to establish an independent forensic institution to
provide accurate information to make an impartial decision on matters concerning administration of death
penalty.32
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Enact evidence bill, witness protection bill, criminal procedure code and Juvenile Justice Bill. Strengthen
coordination amongst stakeholders dealing with child abuse and rehabilitation measures of victims. Abolish
child marriages. Improve availability of counseling facilities at educational institutions. Establish
independent forensic institution and abolish death penalty for minors.
Women’s Rights
20. Absence of requisite procedures, inconsistencies in institutional applications and lack of sensitivity among law
enforcement and judiciary towards DV are fundamental issues faced in implementation of DV Act. MPS failed
to meet legislative deadline to submit the annual report to FPA. Limited capacity of investigators and their
belief that such cases are family matters inhibit victims from getting redress.33 FPA with a mandate to combat
DV is not provided with necessary financial and human resources. Reporting of DV cases remain low as a result
of lack of confidence in the system, fear of intimidation by perpetrators, stigmatization and inadequate
information on protection measures. There is no proper reintegration mechanism. There are no strict
punishments to perpetrators of DV although the state has reported otherwise in the “mid‐term assessment of
implementation of UPR” on recommendation (100.64).34 However, violation of a protection order is a
punishable offense as that of a court order violation.
21. Increase in religious conservatism, cultural norms and stereotypical roles depicted by society inhibit women’s
equitable participation in public life.35 Women remain under represented in all branches of the state and
efforts to secure legislative quotas remain unsuccessful.
22. Government has agreed to remove the reservation for Article 16. 1(a)(b)(e)(g)(h) and 2 of CEDAW, however, no
concrete action has been taken.
Take concrete measures to implement DV Act. Introduce appropriate punishments in DV Act. Remove
reservations from Article 16 of CEDAW. Introduce legislative quotas for women representation.
Labour
23. Government is yet to establish minimum wage and unemployment benefit. Non‐existence of minimum wage
has a detrimental effect for employees working in private sector, especially migrant workers. There is an
alarming rise in unemployment especially among youth and women.36 Additionally, lack of opportunity is one
of the main reasons for being unemployed.37 Sexual harassment at workplace remains a daunting reality.38The
bulk of complaints received by state institutions are related to unfair dismissal, wage claims, breach of contract
and violation of employment rights of migrant workers. The monitoring efforts of government are hindered
due to budgetary constraints. Implementation of employment Act remains a key issue in realizing employment
rights.
Establish minimum wage and unemployment benefit. Strengthen measures to ensure implementation of
Employment Act.
Migrant Workers
24. Migrant workers are subjected to inhumane conditions like being accommodated in overcrowded places which
lack proper ventilation, adequate sanitary facilities and limited accessibility to water.39 Maltreatment and
negative attitudes towards migrant workers are a concern. Accessing services from LRA is a challenge for
migrant workers based at atolls due to transportation difficulties as many remain reluctant to seek assistance
for fear of deportation due to undocumented status.
Ratify ICMW.
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Religious Extremist Ideologies
25. There are reports of unregistered marriages encouraged by some religious scholars claiming that registering
marriages with the Courts are un‐Islamic and unnecessary.40 41 State institutions acknowledge this information
and raised concerns that children born to such marriages could face serious legal issues. Similarly women in
such marriages are bound to face social and legal consequences.42 Conservative beliefs that promote women
as inferior to men are being spread at an alarming level. Many women believe that their role in society is to be
submissive wives and in raising children.43 There are roughly 400 children being withheld from attending
school by their parents due to religious beliefs.44
Take appropriate measures to deal with ideologies and practices that lead to cultural and societal problems.
Disability
26. Disability rights are not mainstreamed into government policies and action plans. Many public buildings
including HRCM are not accessible for PwDs. The level of education among PwDs remains significantly low, and
a high percentage of them are unemployed. The state has so far failed to take effective systemic action to
provide employment opportunities to PwDs.
27. For children with severe and multiple disabilities, right to education is yet to be realized in the school system.
Children with disabilities do not have equal opportunities, facilities, resources and treatment in educational
and healthcare systems compared with those without disabilities and they face ill treatment at schools as well
as in the community.45
Mainstream disability rights into government policies and action plans. Ensure that PwDs have equal access
to education, employment and healthcare without any discrimination.
Education
28. Despite policy initiatives by MoE to establish compulsory education till grade 10, legislative framework on
education needs to take effect. Corporal punishment is prohibited in schools, yet 8 percent of students
attending secondary schools experienced violence perpetrated by teachers.46 The education system lacks
capacity to provide psychosocial support for child abuse victims and deal with children with challenging
behaviors. There are inconsistencies in availability of educational services. Moreover, opportunities and focus
on vocational training remains low. An effective system to improve the performance of teachers needs to be in
place. Many schools focus on brighter students and neglect to provide additional support for low performers.47
Learning outcomes for primary and secondary levels are modest and examination pass rates are generally
poor.48 There is no proper system in place to measure indicators such as low attendance and drop‐out rates.
Lack of financial support to pursue higher education is also a challenge.
Right to education is not provided for children in conflict with the law, in pretrial detention and in prison.
Enact Education bill. Take concrete efforts to eradicate the disparities in the availability of educational
services. Improve the quality of education progressively.
Drug Abuse
29. Drug abuse remains a serious concern and studies show that it is predominantly a male phenomenon.49
Knowledge of drug use among females remains limited. Prevalence of drug abuse along with increase in crime
rate places youth at high risk of deviant behavior.50 Minors are targeted and exploited in trafficking of drugs.51.
There are no drug treatment services available during the period of remand and detention. Establishment of a
halfway house, drug offender remand center and rehabilitation center for children do not exist although
specified in the recent Drugs Act. It is impractical to accommodate the increasing demand for rehabilitation
and detoxification services as state has not taken concrete efforts to improve client capacity and services.
Concurrently many remain pessimistic about effectiveness of the treatment. Budgetary and human resource
8
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constraints remain the rationale for inadequate capacity, functioning of existing facilities and formulation of
regulations.
Formulate an action plan to fully implement Drug Act and accelerate measures to expand the accessibility
and availability of drug treatment.
IDPs
30. Since 2004 Tsunami 252 persons are still living as IDPs in 6 islands.
Expedite provision of permanent housing for all IDPs of 2004 Tsunami.
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ANNEX 1: Consultation Process

Process
To prepare this report HRCM analyzed the developments detailed in the report prepared by the
government of Maldives on “mid‐term assessment of implementation of UPR”. Based on this preliminary analysis
along existing in‐house monitoring data HRCM identified 18 thematic areas to focus. The in‐house monitoring data
comprises of the internal reports compiled, status of implementation of concluding observations by treaty bodies
to the State along with number of atoll monitoring trips conducted during this reporting period.
Accordingly, questionnaires were developed and shared with concerned state authorities with an
objective to acquire information on implementation status of the recommendations from the 1st UPR review. The
evaluation of the preliminary data obtained from these questionnaires were once gain reviewed with
aforementioned in‐house monitoring data to outline a set of interview questions for the series of stakeholder
consultations planned. Subsequently, the series of meeting with the stakeholders facilitated a constructive dialogue
on the implementation of the UPR recommendations and it also provided a better insight into the human rights
situation of the country.
In the mean time HRCM also facilitated meetings with number of nongovernmental organizations to
identify the key civil society organizations reporting to UPR and their thematic areas. This was following a one day
workshop facilitated by UN Maldives Resident Coordinator’s office. Series of consultations were held with civil
society organizations with an objective to corroborate the information acquired from the questionnaires and
meetings held with state authorities. During these consultations HRCM encouraged the NGOs to make individual or
joint submissions for UPR.
Findings from the aforementioned diverse group of consultations held, HRCM compiled the report and it
was shared with stakeholders including civil society organizations to ensure maximum participation from all state
actors. All stakeholders were given a time frame to comment to this report and HRCM incorporated as many
comments possible before circulating with all internal departments of this institution for a final remark.
Advantages
The process helps in addressing the most concerning human rights issues in the country. Thorough the
process of reporting HRCM was able to build a rapport with civil society and help and encourage the civil society
participate in the UPR process. Furthermore, the workshop facilitated by UN Maldives Resident Coordinator’s office
has contributed to the knowledge of the UPR process among HRMC staff as well as civil society.
The HRCM is also represented in the Standing Committee, established by the government to monitor
implementation of UPR recommendations.
Setbacks
The information gaps within state institutions; delay in responding to the questionnaires formulated by
HRCM to acquire information for this report, along with different levels cooperation from state authorizes can be
regarded as challenges faced during this process.
Way forward
The steering committee established by the government to oversee the UPR process needs to be revived
with wider representation from all sectors of the state such as the parliament, judiciary and diverse group of civil
society organizations. This committee needs to be convened quarterly to maximize the discourse on the
implementation of the recommendations.
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ގަސްތުގައި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެބާރުކަނޑުވަންެ
ޢަމަލުކުރުމާއެކުެ ެ ،
މަސައްކަތްކޮށްފައިވާތީ ެޢަދުލު ެއިންސާފު ެޤާއިމުކުރުމުގެ ެބާރުގެ ެއެންމެ ެއިސްފަރާތުގެ ެހައިސިއްޔަތުންެ
ގެެ
ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެެ 141ވަނަެމާއްދާގެެ(ށ)ެއާއިެޤާނޫނުެނަންބަރުެ(ެ 22/2010ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެކޯޓުތަކު ެ
މް ެކޯޓުގެ ެޤަވާޢިދުގެ ެެ 86ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެދަށުންެ
ޤާނޫނު) ެގެ ެެ 9ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ޅ) ެއާއި ެސުޕްރީ ެ
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ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓަށް ެލިބިދޭ ެއިޚްތިޔާރާއި ެބާރުގެ ެދަށުންެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުގެެ
އަމިއްލަ ެއިސްނެގުމުގެ ެމަތިން ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެމެންބަރުންެެ،
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެސުޕްރީމްެކޯޓުގެެޝަރިޢަތުގެެމަޖިލީހަށްެޙާޟިރުކޮށްެޖަވާބުދާރީކުރުމަށްޓަކައިެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެ
ސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުން ެއިސްނަގައިގެން ެބެލެވިފައިވާ ެމައްސަލައެކެވެެ .މި ެމައްސަލައިގައި ެމައްސަލަ ެރައްދުވާެ
އޮފްެދަެމޯލްޑިވްސްއެވެެ .
ފަރާތަކީެހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެކޮމިޝަންެ ެ
އް ެ
ފާހަގަކުރެވުނުެނުކުތާތަ ެ
ންެ
ެެެެމި ެމައްސަލާގައި ެހުށަހެޅިފައިވާ ެވާޤިޢާތަކާއިެ ،ލިޔުންތަކާއިެ ،ހެކިތަކާއިެ ،ހިޔުމަ ެ
ރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެމެންބަރުން ެޝަރީޢަތުގައި ެދައްކާފައިވާ ެވާހަކަތަކަށާއިެ،
ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީއާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެޤާނޫނާއި ެކަމާގުޅުންހުރި ެއެހެނިހެން ެޤާނޫނުތަކަށާއިެ،
ޑިމޮކްރެޓިކް ެމުޖުތަމަޢު ެތަކުގައި ެއިސްތިޤްރާރުވެފައިވާ ެއުޞޫލުތަކަށް ެރިޢާޔަތްކުރާއިރުެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެ
ސުޕްރީމްެކޯޓަށްެއަންނަނިވިެކަންތައްތައްެފާހަގަެކުރެވިފައިވެއެވެ.
(ހ) ެފުރަތަމަކަމަކީެ ،ޤައުމީ ެސިޔާދަތާއި ެޤައުމުތަކުގެ ެދާޚިލީ ެކަންތައްތަކުގެ ެތެރެއަށްެ
ނުވަނުމަކީ ެބައިނަލް ެއަޤްވާމީ ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެއެންމެ ެއަސާސީ ެއުޞޫލުތަކަށްވާތީއާއިެ ،އަދި ެއެއީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެ
ސް ެރުކުންތަކަކަށްވާތީ ެއާއި ެސޮވެރިން ެއީކުއަލިޓީގެެ
ދީމިޤްރާޠީ ެނިޒާމުގައި ެބަލައިގެންފައިވާ ެއެންމެ ެއި ެ
އިެ
މީ ެކަންތައްތަކުގައި ެބައިވެރިވުމުގައި ެއަދި ެސޮވެރިން ެއިމުޔުނިޓީގަ ެ
މަބްދައުގެ ެމަތިން ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާ ެ
އެހެނިހެންެދައުލަތްތަކާެހަމަހަމަކަންެއޮތުމުގެެޙައްޤަކީެދިވެހި ެދައުލަތްެ(ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާ)ެއަށްެ
ލިބިގެންވާ ެޙައްޤަކަށް ެވެފައިެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެދުސްތޫރާއެއްގޮތްވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިންެ ،ޤައުމީ ެސަލާމަތާއި ެޤައުމީެ
ކުެ
މަޞްލަހަތުތަކާ ެއިދިކޮޅު ެޣައިރު ެޤާނޫނީ ެޢަމަލުތައް ެކުރުމަކީ ެއެއްވެސް ެފަރާތަކަށް ެއެއީ ެފަރުދަ ެ
ސް ހުއްދަ ެކުރެވޭނެ ެކަމެއް ެނޫންކަމާއި ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެ
ކަމުގައިވިޔަސް ެނުވަތަ ެޖަމާއަތެއް ެކަމުގައިވިޔަ ެ
ތްެ
މުޖްތަމަޢުގައިެހިމެނޭެޤާނޫނީެޝަޚްޞުެލިބިފައިވާެއެހެނިހެންެދައުލަތްތަކެކޭެއެއްފަދައިންެދިވެހިެދައުލަ ެ
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(ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާ) ެތަމްސީލުކުރެވޭނީ ެހަމައެކަނި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެ"ސުލްޠާ ެސިޔާސިއްޔާ" ެއިންކަމާއިެ
ބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެޤާނޫނާެއެއްގޮތްވާެގޮތުގެމަތިންެކޮންމެެދައުލަތަކީެއެެދައުލަތެއްގައިެއަސާސީެތިންެރުކުންެ
ކީ ެދައުލަތެއްގެ ެކަނޑައެޅިފައިވާެ
އެ ެތިން ެރުކުންތަކަ ެ
ވާ ެދައުލަތެއްކަމަށްވެފައި ެ ެ
ފުރިހަމަވެފައިވުން ެޝަރްޠު ެ
ސަރަޙައްދާއިެ ،ރައްޔިތުންނާއި ެ"ސުލްޠާ ެސިޔާސިއްޔާ" ެއާއި ެތިންރުކުންކަމުގައިވާއިރުެ ،މީގެ ެތެރޭގައިެ
ހިމެނޭ ެއެއްރުކުން ެކަމުގައިވާ ެ"ސުލްޠާ ެސިޔާސިއްޔާ" ެއަކީ ެކޮންމެ ެދައުލަތެއްގައިވެސް ެއެދައުލަތެއްގެެ
ޞްތައްެއެ ެދައުލަތަކުންެކަނޑައަޅާެދުސްތޫރީެހަމަތަކާއެއްގޮތަށްެހިންގުމުގެެސިޔާދަތީެ
ސިޔާދަތީެއިޚްތިޞާ ެ
މީ ެއެއާމެދު ެއެއްވެސް ެޤާނޫނީ ެޖަދަލެއް ެއޮތްކަމެއްެ
ބާރު ެލިބިގެންވާ ެ"ސުލްޠާ ެސިޔާސިއްޔާ" ެކަމަށްވު ެ
ންކަން ެލިބިގެންވާ ެއިސްލާމީ ެއުޞޫލުގެެ
ނޫންކަން ެއެނގޭކަމާެ ،އެގޮތުން ެދިވެހިރާއްޖެއަކީ ެފުރިހަމަ ެމިނިވަ ެ
މައްޗަށް ެބިނާކުރެވިފައިވާ ެއަމިއްލަ ެވެރިކަން ެކުރާ ެދީމިޤްރާޠީ ެޖުމްހޫރީ ެއަދި ެޔުނިޓަރީ ެދައުލަތެއްކަމަށްެ
އިވާކަމާއިެދައުލަތުގެެސުލްޠާެސިޔާސިއްޔާެ(ވެރިކަމުގެެބާރު)ެ
ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެދެވަނަެމާއްދާގައިެބަޔާންވެފަ ެ
ގައި ެހިމެނޭ ެތިންގުނަން ެކަމުގައިވާ ެޤާނޫނު ެހަދާ ެބާރާއި ެވެރިކަން ެހިންގާ ެބާރާއި ެޢަދްލު ެއިންޞާފުެ
ޔާދަތީ ެބާރުތައް ެއެކުލެވިގެންވާ ެގޮތް ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 5ވަނަެ
ޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެ ެބާރާއި ެމިތިން ެބާރުގެ ެސި ެ
މާއްދާެއާއިެެ6ވަނަެމާއްދާެއާއިެެ7ވަނަެމާއްދާއިންެސާފުކޮށްެއެނގެންެއޮންނަެއޮތުމެވެެ .
ތުެ
ކަ ނޑައަޅައިެ،ހިންގައިެއެެސިޔާސަ ެ
(ށ)ެދެވަނަކަމަކީެ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޚާރިޖީެސިޔާސަތުެ ެ
ލް ެއަޤްވާމީ ެޖަމްޢިއްޔާތަކާއިއެކު ެގުޅުން ެޤާއިމްކޮށްެ
ހިނގާ ެނުހިނގާގޮތް ެބަލައިެ ،ބޭރު ެޤައުމުތަކާއި ެބައިނަ ެ
ދެމެހެއްޓުމާއި ެބޭރު ެޤައުމުތަކާއި ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީ ެޖަމްޢިއްޔާތަކާއެކު ެދިވެހިރާއްޖެއިންވާ ެމުޢާހަދާތަކާއިެ
އެއްބަސްވުމުގެ ެތެރެއިން ެރައްޔިތުން ެއެއްވެސް ެއިލްތިޒާމެއް ެއުފުލަން ެނުޖެހޭ ެބާވަތުގެ ެޢާންމުެ
އެކުެ
ކުގައ ެސޮއި ެކުރުމާއިެ ،ބޭރު ެޤާއުމުތަކާއި ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީ ެޖަމްޢިއްޔާތަކާއި ެ ެ
އެއްބަސްވުންތަ ެ
ން ެއެއްވެސްެއިލްތިޒާމެއްެއުފުލަންެ
ގެ ެތެރެއިންެރައްޔިތު ެ
ންވާެމުއާހަދާތަކާއިެއެއްބަސްވުންތަކު ެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖެއި ެ
ޖެހޭބާވަތުގެެމުޢާހަދާތަކާއިެއެނޫންވެސްެއެއްބަސްވުންތަކުގައިެރައްޔިތުންގެެމަޖިލީހުގެެރުހުމާއެކުެސޮއިކޮށްެ
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ތަޞްދީޤުކުރުމަކީެރައީސުލްޖުމްހުރިއްޔާއަށްެލިބިގެންވާެބާރެއްެކަމަށްެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެެ115ވަނަެމާއްދާގެެ
(މ) ެއާއި ެ(ފ) ެގައި ެކަނޑައެޅި ެބަޔާންވެފައި ެއޮތްއޮތުމުގެ ެމައްޗަށާއި ެދައުލަތް ެބައިވެރިވެފައިވާެ
މުޢާހަދާތަކާއިެދައުލަތުގެެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެއިލްތިޒާމްތައްެތަންފީޒުކުރުމާބެހޭެމަޢުލޫމާތުެދައުލަތުގެެނަމުގައިެ
ނުވަތަެދައުލަތުގެެފަރާތުންެރިޕޯޓުތައްެތައްޔާރުކޮށްެބޭރުެފަރާތްތަކަށްެފޮނުވުންފަދަެޢަމަލުތައްެއެކަންކަންެ
ދައުލަތުގެ ެއެތެރޭގައި ެއިންތިޒާމުކުރުމަށް ެދައުލަތުގެ ެދުސްތޫރީ ެއަދި ެޤާނޫނީ ެނިޒާމުގައި ެކަނޑައެޅިފައިވާެ
ޤާނޫނީ ެއިޖްރާއާތުތަކާއި ެމިކަންކަމާބެހޭ ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީ ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެއުޞޫލުތަކަށް ެރިޢާޔަތްކުރާއިރުެ ،މިެ
ޢަމަލުކުރުމަކީެ ،ޣައިރުެ
އުޞޫލުތަކާެޚިލާފުވާގޮތަށްެއެއްވެސްެފަރާތަކުންެނުވަތަެމުއައްސަސާއަކުންެވިޔަސްެ ެ
ޢަމަލެއްކަމުގައިމެނުވީ ެނުވާނެކަމާއި ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގައިވާ ެއެންމެހައި ެކަންތައްތަކަށް ެފުރިހަމައަށްެ
ޤާނޫނީ ެ ެ
ކިޔަމަންވެެޢަމަލުކުރަންވާނެކަމަށްެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެެ299ވަނަެމާއްދާގައިެބަޔާންވެފައިވާެސުޕްރިމަސީެއޮފްެ
އްެ
ގެ ެއުޞޫލާ ެއެ ެޢަމަލެ ެ
ދަ ެކޮންސްޓިޓިއުޝަންގެ ެއުޞޫލާއި ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެވެރިކަން ެ(ރޫލް ެއޮފް ެލޯ) ެ ެ
ޟުވެގެންެދާނެކަންެއެނގެންެއޮންނައޮތުމެވެެ .
ތަޢާރު ެ
(ނ) ެތިންވަނަކަމަކީ" ،ދަ ެޔުނިވަރސަލް ެޑެކްލަރޭޝަން ެއޮފް ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް" ެގެެ
ދީބާޖާގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެ"ރޫލް ެއޮފް ެލޯ" ެ(ޤާނޫނުގެ ެޙުކުމް) ެގެ ެޒަރީޢާއިން ެޙިމާޔަތް ެކުރަންެ
ވެސް ެއެމީހަކަށް ެދުސްތޫރާއި ެޤާނޫނުން ެލިބިދީފައިވާެ
ވާނެކަމަށް ެބަޔާންވެފައިއޮތުމަށްފަހުެ ،ކޮންމެ ެމީހަކަށް ެ
ތަެ
އަސާސީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެޚިލާފުވާ ެޢަމަލަތަކަށް ެއެ ެޤައުމުގެ ެކަމާބެހޭ ެޝަރުޢީ ެކޯޓަކުން ެނުވަ ެ
ޓްރައިބިއުނަލަކުން ެހައްލުލިބިދޭންވާނެކަމާއިެ ،އަދި ެކޮންމެ ެމީހަކަށްވެސް ެފުރިހަމަކަމާއެކު ެޢަދުލުވެރި ެއަދިެ
ޢާންމުކޮށް ެހުޅުވާލައިގެންެއަޑުއެހުންެބާއްވައިގެންެމިނިވަންެމުސްތަޤިއްލުެވަކިއަތަކަށްެބުރަނުވާެކޯޓެއްގައިެ
މުގެ ެޙައްޤުލިބިގެންވާކަން ެއެ ެޑެކްލަރޭޝަންގެ ެެ 8ވަނަެ
ޅެވު ެ
އެމީހެއްގެ ެޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެވާޖިބުތައް ެކަނޑައެ ެ
ތުން ެޤާނޫނާއި ެޤާނޫނުގެެމަބާދީތައް ެތަޠްބީޤުކޮށްެ
މާއްދާއާއި ެެ 10ވަނަ ެމާއްދާއިން ެއެނގެން ެއޮތުމާއިެ ،އެގޮ ެ
ވާެ
މި ެމަބްދައާ ެއެއްގޮތް ެ
ފައިސަލާކުރުމުގެ ެއޮތޯރިޓީ ެލިބިގެންވަނީ ެކޯޓުތަކަށްކަމާއި ެ"ރޫލް ެއޮފް ެލޯ" ެގެ ެ ެ
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މަތިންެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 42ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ހ) ެގައި ެ"ކޮންމެެ
ގޮތުގެ ެ
މީހެއްގެ ެމަދަނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެވާޖިބުތައް ެކަނޑައެޅުމުގައި ެނުވަތަ ެޖިނާއީ ެކުށުގެ ެދަޢުވާ ެމީހެއްގެ ެމައްޗަށްެ
އުފުލުމުގައިެ ،ޤާނޫނަކުން ެޤާއިމްކޮށްފައިވާ ެމިނިވަން ެއަދި ެމުސްތަޤިއްލު ެކޯޓެއްގައި ެނުވަތަެ
ޓްރައިބިޔުނަލެއްގައިެއެކަށީގެންވާެމުއްދަތެއްގެެތެރޭގައި ެޢާންމުކޮށްެހުޅުވައިލެވިގެންބާއްވާެ،އަޑުއެހުމެއްގައިެ
އިެ
އިންޞާފުން ެޝަރީޢަތްކުރެވުމުގެ ެޙައްޤު ެކޮންމެ ެމީހަކަށް ެލިބިގެންވާކަމަށް ެކަނޑައަޅައި ެބަޔާންވެފަ ެ
އޮންނައޮތުމަށާއި ެޔުނިވަރސަލް ެޑިކްލަރޭޝަން ެއޮފް ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސްގެ ެބުނެވިދިޔަ ެއުޞޫލުތަކަށާއިެެ
ދުލު ެއިންޞާފު ެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެ ެބާރުގެ ެފަރާތުން ެފޯރުކޮށްދޭެ
ދިވެހި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެތިންބާރުގެ ެތެރެއިން ެޢަ ެ
ގެންވާގޮތުގައިެ
ފަރްދުންނާއި ެޖަމާޢަތުގެ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމުގެ ެމަސްއޫލިއްޔަތު ެއެންމެ ެއެކަށީ ެ
އަދާކުރުމަށާއި ެޢަދުލު ެއިންޞާފު ެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެެޚިދްމަތްތައްެއިތުރަށް ެހަރުދަނާކޮށްެފަސޭހައިން ެއިންސާފުެ
ލިބިދިނުމައްޓަކައި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 141ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ށ) ެއިންެ
ނަެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓަށް ެލިބިދީފައިވާ ެބެލެނިވެރިކަމުގެ ެބާރަށާއި ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 143ވަ ެ
މާއްދާގެ ެ(ށ) ެއާއި ެއެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ރ) ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 144ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގައިވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެއަދިެ
ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 145ވަނަ ެމާއްދާއަށް ެރިޢާޔަތްކޮށްެ ،އަދި ެއެހެނިހެން ެދީމިޤްރާޠީ ެދައުލަތްތަކުގެ ެއެންމެެ
ދުސްތޫރީގޮތުން ެކަނޑައެޅިފައިވާ ެސުޕަވައިޒަރީ ެއިޚްތިޞާޞްގެ ެދަށުންެ
މަތީ ެކޯޓުތަކެކޭ ެއެއްފަދައިން ެ ެ
މަސްެ ،ސަރޝިއެރަރީެ ،ރިޓް ެއޮފްެ
މެންޑާ ެ
ކޯޕަސްެ ެ ،
ޛްކުރުމަށްޓަކައިެ ،ހޭބިއަސް ެ ެ
ފީ ެ
އަސާސީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެތަން ެ
ޕްރޮހިބިޝަންެ ،ކުއޯ ެވޮރަންޓޯ ެޠަބީޢަތުގެ ެޕްރިރޮގޭޓިވް ެއަމުރުތައް ެނެރުމާއި ެއެފަދަ ެއަމުރުތައް ެނެރުމުގެެ
ންެ
އިޖްރާއާތުތަކަކީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޝަރުޢީ ެނިޒާމުގައި ެއަދި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުގެ ެނިންމުންތަކު ެ
ތާެ
އިސްތިޤްރާރުވެފައިވާ ެއިޖްރާއާތުތަކަށްވާއިރު ،މިފަދަ ެޤާނޫނީ ެއިޖްރާއާތުގެ ެޙަޤީޤަތް ެއޮޅޭގޮތަށްެ ،ޙަޤީޤަ ެ
ސްގެ ެފަރާތުން ެތައްޔާރުކޮށްފައިވަނީެ
ޚިލާފު ެރިޕޯޓު ެހިއުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވް ެ
ކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެއިޖްރާއާތުތަކާ ެބެހޭ ެމަޢުލޫމާތު ެހޯދަންޖެހޭ ެރަސްމީ ެމަސްދަރުތައްކަމުގައިވާ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީއާއިެ
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ޤާނޫނުތަކާއި ެއެ ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެދަށުން ެހެދިފައިވާ ެޤަވާޢިދުތަކާއި ެކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެނިންމުންތައް ެފަދަ ެރަސްމީެ
ސްެ
ވެ ެ
މަސްދަރުތަކުގައިވާ ެއަޙްކާމްތަކަށް ެއެއްވެސްެމިންވަރަކަށް ެބެލުމެއްނެތިކަމާއި ެއެ ެމަޢުލޫމާތުތަކުގެ ެއެއް ެ
ޞައްޙަެއަސާސެއް ެނެތިކަންެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެސުޕްރީމްެކޯޓުގެެޝަރީއަތުގެެމަޖިލީހުގައިެހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެ
ސްގެ ެމެންބަރުންގެ ެފަރާތުން ެލިބިފައިވާ ެއިޢުތިރާފުތަކުން ެކަނޑައެޅިގެންެ
ކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވް ެ
އެނގެން ެއޮންނަކަމާއިެ ،އެގޮތަށް ެއެފަދަ ެމަޢުލޫމާތު ެދޭންޖެހުނީ ެދިވެހިރައްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުން ެއެެ
މެންބަރުންގެެފަރާތުންެ
އެ ެ ެ
އިޖްރާއާތުތަކާބެހޭ ެމަޢުލޫމާތުތަކަށްެއެދުމުންެއެ ެމަޢުލޫމާތުެލިބިފައިނުވާތީެކަމަށްެ ެ
އެދިފައިވާކަން ެސާބިތުވާނޭެ
އި ެވީނަމަވެސް ެއެފަދަ ެމަޢުލޫމާތަކަށް ެ ެ
ޝަރީޢަތުގެ ެމަޖިލީހުގައި ެވާހަކަ ެދައްކާފަ ެ
ނާއި ެޤަވާޢިދުތަކާއި ެއިޖްރާއާތުތަކާއި ެކޯޓުތަކުގެެ
ހެއްކެއް ެދެއްކިފައި ެނުވާކަމާއި ެކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެޤާނޫ ެ
މްތަކަކަށްެވާއިރުެ،އެފަދަެޤާނޫނީެއަޙްކާމްެ
ނިންމުންތަކަކީެޢާންމުކޮށްެޝާއިޢުކޮށްެގެޒެޓްކުރެވިފައިވާެއަޙްކާ ެ
ތަކާގުޅިގެންެ ،ހަދައިގެން ެޙަޤީޤަތާ ެޚިލާފު ެރިޕޯޓު ެތައްޔާރުކުރުން ެހުއްދަކުރެވިދާނެ ެޤާނޫނީ ެއެއްވެސްެ
ސްގެ ެމި ެޢަމަލަކީ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެ
ކަމާއި ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވް ެ
އަސާސެއްނެތް ެ
ން ރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްއަކީ ެވަކިފަރާތަކަށް ެބުރަ ެނުވާެ
ެ 189ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގައި ެހިޔުމަ ެ
ތަޤިއްލު ެމުއައްސަސާއަކަށް ެވާންވާނެކަމަށާއި ެކޮމިޝަނުން ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެކުރިއެރުވުމުގައިެ
މުސް ެ
ތް ެކުރަންވާނީ ެއެއްވެސް ެފަރާތަކަށް ެބުރަވުމެއްނެތި ެތަޢައްޞުބުން ެއެއްކިބާވެ ެތިބެގެންކަމަށް ެއޮތްެ
މަސައްކަ ެ
އޮތުމާއި ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްއިން ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައްެ
ވާެ
ކުރިއެރުވުމަށް ެމަސައްކަތް ެކުރަންވާނީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީއާ ެއެއްގޮތް ެ
ގޮތުގެމަތިންކަމަށް ެޤާނޫނު ެނަންބަރު ެ(ެ 6/2006ހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަނުގެ ެޤާނޫނު) ެގައިެ
ންވެފައިެއޮންނައޮތުމާއިެޚިލާފުވާެޢަމަލެއްކަންެއެނގެންެއޮންނަެއޮތުމެވެެ .
ކަނޑައަޅައިެބަޔާ ެ
ން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެބުނެވިދިޔަެ
(ރ) ެހަތަރުވަނަކަމަކީެ ،ހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަ ެ
ފުވާގޮތަށްެއަދިެ
ރިޕޯޓުގައިެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުޑިޝަރީގެެއިޚްތިޞާޞްތައްެއޮޅޭގޮތަށްެޤާނޫނީެއިޖްރާއާތާެޚިލާ ެ
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ޙަޤީޤަތާ ެޚިލާފު ެމަޢުލޫމާތުތައް ެހިމަނައިގެން ެރިޕޯޓު ެތައްޔާރުކޮށް ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަެ
ޓުތަކުގެެއިޚްތިޞާޞްތަކާއިެމަސައްކަތާެބެހިެނުފޫޒުެފޯރުވުންކަމާއިެ،
ންެފޮނުވުމުގެެޢަމަލަކީެކޯ ެ
މޯލްޑިވްސްއި ެ
ދާގެެ(ނ)ެއާއި ެ(ރ)ެއާއި ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެޤާނޫނުގެެ
އަދިެމި ެޢަމަލަކީެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 141ވަނަެމާއް ެ
އުޞޫލުތަކާއި ެޚިލާފު ެޢަމަލެއްކަމާ ެއެގޮތުންެ ،ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީ ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެޤާއިދާތަކާއިެ
އުޞޫލުތަކުން ެޖުޑިޝަރީގެ ެމުސްތަޤިއްލުކަން ެކަށަވަރުކޮށްދީފައިވާ ެމަބްދައާ ެމި ެޢަމަލުތައް ެކަނޑައެޅިގެންެ
ސްގެ ެރިޕޯޓުގައިެ
ތުމާއި ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވް ެ
ޚިލާފުވާކަން ެއެނގެން ެއޮ ެ
ހިމަނާފައިވާެވާހަކަތަކަކީެޙަޤީޤަތްެއޮޅުވާލެވޭެއަދިެއިތުބާރުެނުހިފޭެމަސްދަރުތަކަކުންެހޯދާފައިވާެމަޢުލޫމާތުެ
ތަކެއްކަން ެކޮމިޝަނުގެ ެމެންބަރުން ެޝަރީޢަތުގެ ެމަޖިލީހުގައި ެވެފައިވާ ެއިޢުތިރާފުތަކުން ެއެނގެންެ
ސްެ
ކޭވެ ެ
އޮންނަކަމާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެކޯޓުތަކުގައި ެޝަރީޢަތްކުރެވެނީ ެއެހެނިހެން ެޑިމޮކްރެޓިކް ެމުޖްތަމަޢުތަކެ ެ
ދުލުވެރި ެޝަރީޢަތް ެކުރުން ެކަށަވަރުކުރުމަށް ެކަނޑައެޅިގެންވާ ެޤާނޫނީ ެއިޖްރާއަތުތަކާެ
އެއްފަދައިން ެޢަ ެ
އެއްގޮތްވާެގޮތުގެމަތިންކަންެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީެއާއިެކޯޓުތަކުގެެއިޖްރާއާތުތަކާެބެހޭެޤާނޫނުތަކާއިެޤަވާއިދުތަކާއިެ
ވާެ
ކޯޓުތަކުގެެނިންމުންތަކުންެސާފުކޮށްެއެނގެންެއޮތުމާއިެ ،ދިވެހިެދައުލަތަކީެދިވެހިެދައުލަތްެބައިވެރިވެފައި ެ
އިެ
މުޢާހަދާތްތަކާއިެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެއިލްތިޒާމްތަކަށްެހުރުމަތްތެރިކޮށްެހިތުމުގައިެދެމިއޮންނަެދައުލަތަކަށްވެފަ ެ
ވާމީ ެމިންގަނޑުތަކާ ެއެއްގޮތްވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެރައްކާތެރިކުރުމަށްެ
ބައިނަލްއަޤް ެ
ޢަމަލުކުރަމުން ެއަންނަ ެޤައުމެއްކަމާއިެ ،އެގޮތުން ެއިންސާނީެ
އިސްނަގައިގެން ެޤާނޫނުތައް ެފާސްކޮށް ެއެއަށް ެ ެ
ޙައްޤުތަކާބެހޭެޤައުމީެކޮމިޝަނެއްގެެގޮތުގައިެހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެކޮމިޝަންެއޮފްެދަެމޯލްޑިވްސް"ެ،ޕެރިސްެ
ވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެޤާއިމްކޮށްެ ،ޑިމޮކްރަސީ ެއާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެދައުލަތުގެެ
ޕްރިންސިޕަލް" ެތަކާއެއްގޮތް ެ
ތިންބާރުންެކުރިއަރުވާެޙިމާޔަތްެކުރަމުންެއަންނަެޤައުމަކަށްެވާއިރުެ،ހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެކޮމިޝަންެއޮފްެދަެ
ށްެ،
މޯލްޑިވްސްގެެމެންބަރުންެވަކިެއަތަކަށްެބުރަވެެ،މުއައްސަސާގެެމިސްދާޤިއްޔަތުެ(ކްރެޑިބިލިޓީ)ެގެއްލޭގޮތަ ެ
އިެ
ކަނޑައެޅިގެން ެހުރި ެސާބިތު ެޙަޤީޤަތްތަކާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެޙުކުމް ެނެގެހެއްޓުމާ ެ
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ޑިމޮކްރަސީގައި ެދައުލަތުން ެހޯދާފައިވާ ެއަދި ެހޯދަމުންއަންނަ ެކުރިއެރުންތަކާމެދު ެޤަސްދުގައިެ
ފަރުވާކުޑަކޮށްލައި ،ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީއާއިެޤާނޫނުތަކާެޚިލާފަށްެ ،އަދި ެރައްޔިތުންނާެ ،ދައުލަތުގެެމުއައްސަސާތަކާެ
ޙަެ
އަދި ެސަލާމަތީ ެބާރުތަކާ ެދެކޮޅަށް ެހިންގޭ ެޓެރަރިޒަމްގެ ެޢަމަލުތަކާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެއަމަން ެޢާންމާއި ެޞުލް ެ
މުގެ ެފަސޭހައާއި ެހަމަހިމޭންކަމާއި ެއަމާންކަމަށް ެނުރައްކާވާނޭ ެއިޖްރާމީެ
ސްކަމާއި ެދިރިއުޅު ެ
މަސަލަ ެ
އަމާންކަމާއި ެހަމަޖެހުމާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެމިނިވަންކަމާއި ެސިޔާދަތަށް ެނުރައްކާވާނޭެ
ޢަމަލުތަކަށާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެ ެ
ޢަމަލުތަކާއި ެއެފަދަ ެއަމަލުތައް ެހިންގާ ެފަރާތްތަކާމެދު ެޣާފިލުވެެ ،ޞައްޙަ ެމަޢުލޫމާތަކަށް ެބުރަވުމެއްނެތިެ
އެފަދަ ެރިޕޯޓުތައް ެފަރާތްފަރާތަށް ެފޮނުވުމަކީ ެޤައުމުގެެ
ޙަޤީޤަތާ ެޚިލާފު ެރިޕޯޓުތައް ެތައްޔާރުކުރުމާއި ެ ެ
މިނިވަންކަމާއި ެސިޔާދަތާއި ެއިސްތިޤްލާލާއިެ ،އަމަންޢާންމާއިެ ،ދުސްތޫރީ ެނިޒާމާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެހަމަޖެހުމާއިެ
އިސްތިޤްރާރާެޚިލާފުވާނޭެކަންތައްތަކަށްެހިތްވަރުެލިބޭނޭެޣައިރުެޤާނޫނީެޢަމަލުތަކަކަށްެވާނެކަން ެއެނގެންެ
އޮންނަެއޮތުމެވެެ .
ކޮންމެ ެފަރާތެއް ެމަސައްކަތްެ
(ބ) ެފަސްވަނަކަމަކީެ ،ދައުލަތުގެ ެކަމަކާ ެޙަވާލުވެ ެހުންނަ ެ ެ
ގެމަތިން ެއަދިެ
ވާ ެގޮތު ެ
ކުރަންވާނީ ެމުޖްތަމަޢުގެ ެހަޤީޤަތާއި ެމުޖްތަމަޢުގެ ެޤިޔަމް ެ(ވެލިޔު) ެތަކާއެއްގޮތް ެ
ދައުލަތުގެ ެކެރި ެފޯރުން ެތެރިކަމުގެ ެމައްޗަށާއި ެތަނަވެސްވެފައި ެހުރި ެވަސީލަތްތަކުގެ ެމައްޗަށް ެވިސްނައިެ
ތުރުމާއި ެޣައިރު ެޤާނޫނީެ
ފިކުރުކޮށްެ ،ދައުލަތަށް ެގެއްލުންވާނޭ ެޣައިރު ެޤާނޫނީ ެވާހަކަތަކާއި ެމަޢުލޫމާތު ެފެ ެ
ޢަމަލުތަކަށް ެޖާގަ ެނުދީ ެޙިކްމަތްތެރި ެއަދި ެޞުލްޙަވެރި ެޙައްލުތައް ެލިބިދީގެންެ ،ނަތީޖާ ެބޮޑުކޮށް ެނެރެދެވޭެ
އިެ ،އިންސާނާއަށް ެލިބެންޖެހޭ ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެހުންނައިރުެ ،ޤައުމާއިެ
އުޞޫލުގެ ެމަތިންކަމަށްވެފަ ެ
ގެ ެވާޖިބަކީ ެއިންސާނީެ
ޢަމަލުތަކުން ެއެއްކިބާވެހުރުމު ެ
ރައްޔިތުންގެ ެމަޞްލަޙަތުތަކަށް ެގެއްލުން ެފޯރާފަދަ ެ ެ
ޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާބެހޭ ެޤައުމީ ެމުއައްސަސާތަކުގެ ެ(ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސްެެ
ންސާނީެ
ސްގެ) ެމަސްއޫލިއްޔަތުތަކުގެ ެމައިގަނޑު ެއެއް ެއަސާސްކަމާއި ެއި ެ
ން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވް ެ
ކޮމިޝަ ެ
ޙައްޤުތަކާބެހޭ ެޤައުމީ ެމުއައްސަސާތައް ެމަސައްކަތްކުރަންވާނީ ެމުސްތަޤިއްލުކަމާއެކު ެއަދި ެޤައުމީެ
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ސްެ
މުއައްސަސާއެއްގެ ެގޮތުގައިކަން ެެ 1993ގެ ެވިއެނާ ެކޮންފަރެންސްގައި ެނެރެފައިވާ ެޔުނައިޓެޑް ެނޭޝަން ެ
ޤަރާރުންނާއި ެ"ޕެރިސް ެމަބާދީ" ެތަކުން ެސާފުކޮށް ެއެނގެންއޮތުމާއި ެއެގޮތުން ެޤައުމުތަކުގެ ެދުސްތޫރީެ
ކުގެެ
ނިޒާމުގެ ެތެރެއިން ެޤައުމުތަކުގައި ެޤާއިމްކުރާ ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާއި ެބެހޭ ެޤައުމީ ެމުއައްސަސާތަ ެ
މަޤްސަދަކަށްެވާންވާނީެއިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތައްެކުރިއެރުވުމާއިެއިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތައްެޙިމާޔަތްެކުރުމާބެހޭގޮތުންެ
ށް ެލަފާދިނުމާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާބެހޭ ެގޮތުންެ
ސަރުކާރާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެކަމާބެހޭ ެއެހެން ެފަރާތްތަކަ ެ
ފީޛީ ެބާރުގައި ެހިމެނޭެ
ކަމަށްވާއިރުެ ،ދައުލަތުގެ ެތަން ެ
ހޭލުންތެރިކުރުން ެފަދަ ެޕްރޮގްރާމްތައް ެ ެހިންގުން ެ
އެއްވެސް ެވުޒާރާއެއް ެނުވަތަ ެމުއައްސަސާއެއް ެއަދި ެސަލާމަތީ ެބާރުތަކުގެ ެއިޚްތިޞާޞް ެވިޔަސް ެނުވަތަެ
ޖުޑިޝަރީގެެއެއްވެސްެއިޚްތިޞާޞެއްެނުވަތަެޤާނޫނުެހަދާެބާރުގެެއެއްވެސްެއިޚްތިޞާޞެއްގެެތެރެއަށްެމިެ
ންެ
ދެގެންެނުވާނެކަމާއިެއެފަދަެއިޚްތިޞާޞެއްެލިބޭގޮތަށްެޤާނޫނެއްެހެދު ެ
ފަދަެޤައުމީެމުއައްސަސާއަކުންެވަ ެ
ނުވަތަ ެޤާނޫނެއް ެމާނަކުރުން ެޞައްޙަނުވުމުގެ ެއިތުރަށްެ ،އިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާ ެބެހޭ ެބައިނަލްއަޤްވާމީެ
ތަކަކަށް ެއެކަން ެވާއިރު ެއަދި ެވަކިން ެޚާއްޞަކޮށް ެރައްޔިތުންގެ ެޝަކުވާ ެއަޑުއަހައި ެއެެ
މިންގަނޑު ެ
ތްކުރާ ެމުއައްސަސާއެއްގެ ެގޮތުގައި ެއޮންނަ ެމިފަދަެ
ލާ ެ
ޝަކުވާތަކަށް ެހައްލުލިބިދީ ެރައްޔިތުންނާ ެމުޢާމަ ެ
މާބެހޭ ެއެހެނިހެން ެމުއައްސަސާތަކާ ެފުށުއަރާގޮތަށް ެޢަމަލުކުރުމަކީ ،މިފަދަެ
މުއައްސަސާއަކުންެ ،ދައުލަތުގެ ެކަ ެ
ޤައުމީ މުއައްސަސާއެއްގެެމަސައްކަތައްެބުރޫއަރާނޭެކަންތައްތަކަކަށްެވާނޭކަންެއެނގެންެއޮންނަެއޮތުމެވެެ .
(ޅ)ެހަވަނަކަމަކީެ،އިސްވެެބަޔާންކުރެވުނުެގޮތުގެމަތިންެ،އިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތަކާެބެހޭެޤައުމީެ
މުއައްސަސާތަކުން ެމަސައްކަތް ެކުރަންޖެހެނީ ެދައުލަތުގެ ެދުސްތޫރީ ެއަދި ެޤާނޫނީ ެނިޒާމުގެ ެތެރޭގައިެ
ދައުލަތުގެ ެބާރުތަކާއި ެމުއައްސަސާތަކާ ެއެއްބާރުލުންދިނުމުގެ ެގުޅުމުން ެގުޅިގެންެ ،މުސްތަޤިއްލުކަމާއެކުެެ،
އްޤުތަކާގުޅޭ ެކަންތަކާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކާެ
ރިކަމެންޑޭޝަންތަކުގެ ެގޮތުގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙަ ެ
ށަހެޅޭ ެޝަކުވާތައްބަލައިެ
ކާ ެޚިލާފުވާކަމަށް ެބުނެ ެހު ެ
ޚިލާފުވާކަންތަކުގައި ެލަފާދިނުމާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަ ެ
ޤުތައްެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމާގުޅޭެޤާނޫނުގެެބިލްތަކާއިެއެފަދަެ
ހައްލުެހޯދައިދިނުމުގައިެއެހީތެރިވުމާއިެ،އިންސާނީެޙައް ެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ސުޕްރީމް ކޯޓު | ތީމުގެ | އޯކިޑްމަގު | މާލެ | ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ
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ގުޅޭެ
ޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެއިސްލާޙީ ެބިލްތަކަށް ެލަފާދިނުމާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކުގެ ެޙާލަތު ެބަޔާންކޮށް ެއެ ެޙާލަތާ ެ
ގޮތުން ެމަޝްވަރާދިނުމާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކުގެ ެތަޢުލީމާއި ެހޭލުންތެރިކުރުމުގެ ެޕްރޮގްރާމްތައް ެހިންގުންެ
ނުވަތަެމިފަދަެޕްރޮގްރާމްެދައުލަތުގެެއިދާރާތަކާ ެގުޅިގެންެހިންގުންފަދަެޕްރޮގްރާމްތައްެހިންގައިެއިންސާނީެ
ޙައްޤުތައްެކުރިއަރުވައިެތަރައްޤީކުރުމަށްކަންެއެނގެންެއޮންނަެއޮތުމެވެެ .
ޙުކުމްެ ެ:
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެޢަދުލު ެއިންޞާފު ެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެ ެއެންމެ ެއިސް ެފަރާތަކީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެެ
ސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުކަމަށް ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 141ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ށ) ެގައިެ
ސާފުބަހުން ެބުނެފައިވާއިރުެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޢަދުލު ެއިންޞާފު ެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެ ެބާރުގެ ެމިނިވަންކަމާއިެ
މުސްތަޤިއްލުކަން ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެޢަދުލު ެއިންޞާފުގެ ެބޭނުން ެނަހަމަ ެގޮތުގައި ެހިފިޔަނުދިނުންެ
ކަށަވަރުކުރުމަށާއި ެއެއްވެސް ެފަރާތަކުން ެކުރިމަތިކޮށްފާނޭ ެބިރަކަށް ެޖެހިލުންވުމެއްނެތި ެތައައްސުބުންެ
އެއްކިބާވެ ެތިބެެ ،ޝަރީޢަތާއި ެޤާނޫނުގައިވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެއިންޞާފު ެލިބިދިނުން ެކަށަވަރުކޮށްެ،
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެވެރިކަން ެނަގަހައްޓައި ެދެމެހެއްޓުމަށްޓަކައި ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެެ
ބެލެނިވެރިޔާގެެޙައިސިއްޔަތުންެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެސުޕްރީމްެކޯޓުންެއަޅަމުންެގެންދާެފިޔަވަޅުތަކަކީެކޯޓުތަކަށްެ
ނުފޫޒުެފޯރުވުންކަމަށްެސިފަކޮށްެ،ހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެކޮމިޝަންެއޮފްެދަެމޯލްޑިވްސްއިންެމީލާދީެސަނަތުންެ
ނަ ެދުވަހު ެޢާންމުކޮށްފައިވާ ެޔުނިވަރސަލް ެޕީރިއޮޑިކްެ
ެ 2014ވަނަ ެއަހަރުގެ ެސެޕްޓެމްބަރ ެމަހުގެ ެެ 16ވަ ެ
ރިވިއު ެ(ޔޫ.ޕީ.އާރު) ެރިޕޯޓުގެ ެ"އެކްސެސް ެޓު ެޖަސްޓިސް" ެގެ ެސުރުޚީގެ ެދަށުގައި ެލިޔެފައިވާ ެލިޔުމުގައިެ،
ޢަދުލުެއިންޞާފުެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގައްޔާއިެ،ކޯޓުތަކުންެބަލާެމައްސަލަތައްެބެލުމުގައިެޢަމަލުކުރަންޖެހޭެޤާނޫނީެ
އުޞޫލުތަކާއި ެއިޖުރާއާތްތަކާއި ެއަދި ެކޯޓުތަކުން ެދޭންޖެހޭ ެމަޢުލޫމާތު ެދިނުމުގައި ެޢަމަލުކުރަންޖެހޭެ
އިޖުރާއާތްތަކާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެޢަދުލު ެއިންޞާފު ެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެ ެބާރުގެ ެއެންމެ ެއިސް ެފަރާތުގެެ
ތިޞާޞް ެއޮޅޭގޮތަށްެ،
ޙައިސިއްޔަތުން ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓަށް ެލިބިދޭ ެބެލެނިވެރިކަމުގެ ެއިޚް ެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ސުޕްރީމް ކޯޓު | ތީމުގެ | އޯކިޑްމަގު | މާލެ | ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ
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ބުނެވިދިޔަ ެރިޕޯޓު ެއެކުލަވާލުމަށްފަހުެ ،ރާއްޖެ ެއާއި ެރާއްޖެއިން ެބޭރުގެ ެފަރާތްތަކާ ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސްެ
ވާ ެއެ ެރިޕޯޓުގައި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޝަރުޢީ ެނިޒާމުގެެ
ކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްއިން ެޙިއްސާކޮށްފައި ެ
ތެރޭގައި ެހަމަޖެހި ެޢަމަލުކުރަމުންދާ ެއުޞޫލުތަކާ ެއެއްގޮތްވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެއެކިއެކި ެކަންކަން ެހިނގަމުންދާެ
ތާ ެޚިލާފު ެސައްޙަނޫން ެމަޢުލޫމާތު ެހިމަނާފައިވާއިރުެ ،ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނު ެމާނަކުރުމުގައި ެއަދިެ
ގޮ ެ
ޝަރީޢަތުން ެބަލާ ެއެނޫންވެސް ެމައްސަލަތަކުގައި ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުގެ ެނިންމުމަކީ ެއެކަމަކާބެހޭ ެއެންމެފަހުގެެ
ނިންމުންކަމަށްެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެެ145ވަނަެމާއްދާގެެ(ނ)ެގައިެސާފުބަހުންެ
ބުނެފައިވާކަމާއި ެއަދި ެހަމަ ެއެފަދައިންމެެ ،ސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުގެ ެނިންމުމަކީ ެއެންމެ ެފަހުގެ ެނިންމުންކަމަށާއިެ
ސަރުކާރުންނާއި ެރައްޔިތުންގެ ެމަޖިލީހުންނާއި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެމުއައްސަސާތަކުން ެސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުގެ ެނިންމުމަށްެ
ނެ ެކަމަށް ެޤާނޫނު ެނަންބަރު ެ(ެ 22/2010ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެޤާނޫނު) ެގެ ެެ 20ވަނަެ
ތަބާވާންޖެހޭ ެ
މާއްދާގައި ެއޮޅުން ެނާރާފަދަ ެސާފުބަހުން ެބުނެފައިވާތީެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއިެ
ރަށް ެއިންޓަރނޭޝަނަލް ެބެސްޓް ެޕްރެކްޓިސްއާ ެއެއްގޮތްވާެ
ކަމާބެހޭ ެއެހެނިހެން ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެއިތު ެ
ގޮތުގެމަތިންެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޢަދުލުެއިންޞާފުެޤާއިމްކުރުމުގެެބާރުގެެއެންމެެއިސްފަރާތުގެެޙައިސިއްޔަތުންެ
ސުޕްރީމް ެކޯޓުން ެއަދާކުރަންޖެހޭ ެއަދި ެއަދާކުރަމުންދާ ެދުސްތޫރީ ެމަސްއޫލިއްޔަތަކީ ެކޯޓުތަކަށް ެނުފޫޒުެ
ފޯރުވުންކަމަށް ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެފަރާތުން ެބުނެެ ،ރާއްޖެ ެއާއިެ
ދުލު ެއިންޞާފުގެެ
ރާއްޖެއިން ެބޭރުގެ ެފަރާތްތަކާ ެބުނެވިދިޔަ ެރިޕޯޓުގައި ެހިމެނޭ ެޙަޤީޤަތާ ެޚިލާފު ެއަދި ެޢަ ެ
އިތުބާރުެގެއްލޭގޮތަށްެހުރިެވާހަކަތައްެޙިއްސާކުރުމަކީެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެެެ141
ވަނަ ެމާއްދާ ެއާއި ެެ 145ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ނ) ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 299ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ހ) ެގެެ
އިތުރުން ެޤާނޫނު ެނަންބަރު ެ(ެ 22/2010ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެކޯޓުތަކުގެ ެޤާނޫނު) ެގެ ެެ 20ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ހ)ެ
އާއި ެ(ށ) ެގެ ެޞަރީޙަ ެނައްޞާ ެޚިލާފު ެޢަމަލަކަށްވާތީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީއަށްެ
ހުރުމަތްތެރިކޮށް ެހިތުމަށާއި ެއަދި ެއެފަދަ ެޢަމަލެއް ެޤަސްދުގައި ެތަކުރާރުނުކުރުމަށް ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސްެ
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ސީގެެ
ކޮމިޝަންެއޮފްެދަެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެެމައްޗަށްެއަމުރުކުރުމާއެކުެ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެޤާނޫނުއަސާ ެ
އޮފްެދަެމޯލްޑިވްސްެއަކީެ
ެ189ވަނަެމާއްދާގެެ(ހ)ެގެެދަށުންެއުފެދިފައިވާެހިޔުމަންެރައިޓްސްެކޮމިޝަންެ ެ
އިސްލާމީ ެޝަރީޢަތާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެއިތުރަށް ެދިވެހިެ
ދައުލަތުން ެއެ ެމައްޗަށް ެޢަމަލުކުރަންޖެހޭ ެމުއާހަދާއެއް ެނުވަތަ ެމުއާހަދާއެއްގެ ެބައެއްގެ ެދަށުން ެދިވެހިެ
ދައުލަތުގެ ެއެހެނިހެން ެމުއައްސަސާތަކެކޭވެސް ެއެއްފަދައަކުން ެއުފުލަންޖެހޭ ެއިލްތިޒާމްތައް ެފިޔަވައިެ ،އިތުރުެ
އެހެންެއިލްތިޒާމެއްެއުފުލަންޖެހޭެފަރާތެއްެނޫންކަމަށާއިެ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖެއަކީެފުރިހަމަެމިންވަންކަންެލިބިގެންވާެ
އިސްލާމީ ެއުޞޫލުތަކުގެ ެމައްޗަށް ެބިނާކުރެވިފައިވާ ެއަމިއްލަ ެވެރިކަމެއްކުރާ ެދީމިޤްރާތީ ެއަދި ެޔުނިޓަރީެ
ދައުލަތެއް ެކަމަށްވުމާއެކުެ ،ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެފަރާތުންެ
އިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތައްެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށްެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައިެހިންގަންޖެހޭެއެންމެހައިެހަރަކާތްތައްެހިންގަންވާނީެ -:
ެ-1ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީެއާއިެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެެތަރަހައިގެެތެރޭގައިެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެެއިންެ
ފަހަނައަޅާ ެނުދާނޭ ެގޮތެއްގެމަތިން ެދިވެހި ެރައްޔިތުންނާއި ެދިވެހި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެއެންމެ ެމަތީ ެމަސްލަޙަތުތަކަށްެ
ފުރިހަމައަށްެރައްކާތެރިވެެތިބެގެންކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ ެ.
ެ .2ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތަކަށް ެޙުރުމަތްތެރިކޮށްެ
ހިތުން ެއިތުރުކުރުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތްތަކަކީ ެދިވެހި ެމުޖުތަމައުގެ ެއެއްބައިވަންތަކަމާއި ެއެއްބައެއްެ
ވަންތަކަމަށް ެއެއްވެސް ެސިފައެއްގައި ެބުރުލެއް ެއެރިޔަނުދޭ ެއުޞޫލެއްގެ ެމަތިން ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތެއްކަންެ
ކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ ެ.
ެ .3ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީެ
ކީެ
ޙައްޤުތަކަށް ެޙުރުމަތްތެރިކޮށްހިތާ ެމިންވަރު ެއިތުރުކުރުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެއެންމެހައި ެމަސައްކަތްތަކަ ެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެސުލްހަެމަސަލަސްކަމާއިެއަމްނުއަމާންކަމާއިެ،ދިވެހިެރައްޔިތުންގެެހަމަޖެހުމާއިެޒަމާނުއްސުރެެ
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ނެ ެގޮތެއްގެމަތިންެކުރެވޭެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައިެޤާއިމްވެފައިވާެރިވެތިެއަޚްލާޤީެއުޞޫލުތަކަށްެހީނަރުކަންެނާންނާ ެ
މަސައްކަތްތަކެއްކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ ެ.
ެ .4ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައްެ
ކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތްތަކަކީ ެދިވެހި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެއެހެނިހެން ެއިދާރާތަކަށް ެޤާނޫނީ ެގޮތުންެ
ލިބިގެންވާ ެއިޚްތިޞާޞް ެއާއި ެމަސްޢޫލިއްޔަތުތަކާއި ެފުށުއަރާގޮތަށް ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތްތަކެއް ެނޫންކަންެ
ކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ ެ.
ެ.5ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައިެއިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތައްެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށްެތަރައްޤީކޮށްެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައިެކުރެވޭެއެންމެހައިެ
މަސައްކަތްތަކަކީވެސް ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެދަށުން ެދިވެހިެ
މުޖުތަމައުގައިެހުއްދަކުރެވިފައިވާެކަންތައްތަކެއްކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
ެ .6ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެތަރައްޤީކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭެ
މަސައްކަތްތަކަކީ ެދިވެހިންގެ ެޢަޤީދާ ެއާއި ެދިވެހިން ެޤަބޫލުކުރާ ެހަމަތަކާއި ެދިވެހި ެޤައުމުގެ ެއިޖްތިމާއީެ
މިންގަނޑުތަކާއިެއަދިެރިވެތިެއަޚްލާޤާއިެޚިލާފަށްެކުރެވޭެމަސައްކަތެއްެނޫންކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
ެ .7ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައްެ
ކުރިއެރުވުމަށާއި ެތަރައްޤީކޮށް ެދެމެހެއްޓުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެއެންމެހައި ެމަސައްކަތްތަކަކީވެސް ެދިވެހިންގެެ
ޢަޤީދާެއާއިެދިވެހިންެޤަބޫލުކުރާެހަމަތަކާއިެރިވެތި ެއަޚްލާޤާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީެ
އާއި ެޤާނޫނުތަކުގެ ެއަލީގައި ެކުރެވޭ ެޙަޤީޤީ ެދިރާސާތަކުގެ ެއަލީގައި ެއެކަށައެޅޭ ެހަރުދަނާ ެޕޮލިސީތަކެއްގެެ
ދަށުން ެދިވެހި ެޤައުމުގެ ެސަލާމަތާއި ެރައްކާތެރިކަމާއިެ ،ހަމަޖެހުމާއިެ ،ދިވެހިންގެ ެމެދުގައި ެޒަމާނުއްސުރެެ
ޤާއިމްވެފައިވާެއެއްބަ ނޑުެއެއްބަފާކަމާއިެޞުލްޙަވެރިކަމަށްެބުރުލެއްނާރާނެެގޮތެއްގެމަތިންެދިވެހިެދައުލަތުގެެ
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ބިގެން ެހިންގޭ ެމަސައްކަތަކަށްވާކަންެ
އެހެނިހެން ެމުއައްސަސާތަކާއި ެއިދާރާތަކުގެ ެފުރިހަމަ ެއެއްބާރުލުން ެލި ެ
ކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
ެ .8ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތަކީ ެބޭރުގެެ
ފަރާތްތަކާެބައިވެރިވެގެންެކުރަންޖެހޭެކަމަކަށްވާނަމަެ،ފުރިހަމަެސިޔާދަތުެލިބިގެންވާެއަމިއްލަެވެރިކަމެއްކުރާެ
އިެ
މިނިވަން ެދިވެހި ެދައުލަތުގެ ެމުއައްސަސާއަކުން ެއެފަދަ ެފަރާތަކާއެކު ެހިންގަންޖެހޭ ެގުޅުން ެހިންގުމަށްޓަކަ ެ
ދިވެހި ެދައުލަތުން ެކަނޑައަޅފައިވާ ެއުޞޫލުތަކާ ެއެއްގޮތްވާ ެގޮތުގެމަތިން ެއެފަދަ ެކަންކަމުގައި ެދައުލަތުގެެ
ކަމާބެހޭެޙާއްސަެފަރާތްެމެދުވެރިކުރުންެ .
ެ .9ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެތަރައްޤީކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭެ
މަށާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެރޫލް ެއޮފް ެލޯއަށްެ
މަސައްކަތްތަކަކީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެޤާނޫނުގެ ެވެރިކަން ެނެގެހެއްޓު ެ
ޙުރުމަތްތެރިކޮށް ެހިތުން ެކަށަވަރުކުރެވޭ ެގޮތެއްގެމަތިންެ ،ދިވެހި ެރައްޔިތުންގެ ެމެދުގައި ެރޫލް ެއޮފް ެލޯ ެއަށްެ
ބޯލެނބުންެއިތުރުކުރުންެކަށަވަރުކޮށްދޭެމަސައްކަތްތަކެއްކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
ެ .10ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެމަސައްކަތަކީ ެވަކިެ
ސިޔާސީ ެފިކުރެއްގައިެ ،ވަކި ެފަރާތަކަށް ެފައިދާއެއް ެހޯދައިދިނުމުގެ ެމަޤްޞަދުގައި ެނުވަތަ ެވަކި ެފަރާތެއްގެެ
ކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
އަގުވައްޓާލުމަށްޓަކައިެކުރެވޭެމަސައްކަތަކަކަށްނުވާ ެ
ެ .11ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކުރުމަށާއި ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރެވޭ ެއެންމެހައިެ
މަސައްކަތްތަކަކީ ެސިޔާސީ ެގޮތުން ެނުވަތަ ެއިޖުތިމާއީ ެގޮތުން ެނުވަތަ ެދީނީ ެގޮތުން ެހައްދުފަހަނައަޅާެ
ދިއުމަށާއި ެދިވެހިރާއްޖެއަށް ެއެއްވެސް ެދެރައެއް ެދިނުމަށް ެމަގުފަހިވާފަދަ ެގޮތަކަށް ެނުވަތަ ެދިވެހި ެޤައުމުގެެ
ރީތިނަމަށްެހުތުރުވާފަދަެގޮތަކަށްެކުރެވޭެމަސައްކަތްތަކެއްެނޫންކަންެކަށަވަރުކުރުންެ .
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ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައިެއިންސާނީެޙައްޤުތައްެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށްެތަރައްޤީކޮށްެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައިެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެެ
ޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެ ެޤާނޫނުއަސާސީގެ ެެ 189ވަނަ ެމާއްދާގެ ެ(ހ) ގެ ެދަށުން ެއުފައްދާފައިވާ ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސްެ
ކޮމިޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެމޭންޑޭޓަކަށް ެޤާނޫނީގޮތުން ެވާންވާނީ ެދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގެ ެޖުމްހޫރިއްޔާގެެ
ޤާނޫނުއަސާސީ ެއާއި ެޤާނޫނުތަކުން ެއެ ެކޮމިޝަނަށް ެހުއްދަކޮށްފައިވާ ެމަސައްކަތްކުރުން ެކަމަށްވާއިރުެ،
ޝަން ެއޮފް ެދަ ެމޯލްޑިވްސްގެ ެފަރާތުންެެ
މަތީގައި ެބަޔާންވެފައިވާ ެކަންތައްތަކަކީ ެހިޔުމަން ެރައިޓްސް ެކޮމި ެ
ދިވެހިރާއްޖޭގައި ެއިންސާނީ ެޙައްޤުތައް ެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށް ެކުރިއެރުވުމަށްޓަކައި ެކުރަންޖެހޭ ެމަސައްކަތްކުރުމުގައިެ
ޖޭގެެސުޕްރީމްެކޯޓުގެެފަނޑިޔާރުންނަށްެ
ށްެދިވެހިރާއް ެ
ންެޢަމަލުކުރުންެލާޒިމްވާެކަންތައްތަކެއްކަމަ ެ
ޤާނޫނީެގޮތު ެ
އިއްތިފާޤުވެވުނު

ެހިނދު،

ޖޭގައި
ެދިވެހިރާއް ެ

ެއިންސާނީ

ެޙައްޤުތައް

ެޙިމާޔަތްކޮށް

ެކުރިއަރުވާެ
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Translation: Supreme Court v. HRCM
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Defendant: Human Rights Commission of the Maldives
Type: Suomoto
Date trial began: 16 September 2014
Date trial ended: 16 June 2015
Bench: Chief Justice Abdulla Saeed, Abdulla Areef, Ali Hameed Mohamed, Adam Mohamed
Abdulla, Dr Ahmed Abdulla Didi
Case summary:
The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives, in the Universal Periodic Review Report, AprilMay 2014 (session 22), under the subheading access to justice (page 4), unlawfully spread
false information about the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction, the constitutional and legal procedures
followed by the courts of the Maldivian judiciary in conducting trials and ensuring justice, and the
procedures followed by the courts in releasing information. The commission has circulated this
report in the Maldives and abroad. In the report, the commission described the Supreme Court’s
mandate – acting in its role as the highest authority for the administration of justice in the
Maldives and as per international best practices and the Maldivian Constitution—as controlling
the courts of the Maldives. In doing so, the commission has deliberately attempted to undermine
the independence of one of the three branches of the Maldivian state, i.e. the independent
judiciary. The commission has also damaged the Maldives’ independence and sovereignty, and
deliberately attempted to undermine the Constitution of the Maldives. This case was initiated by
the Supreme Court to hold accountable the members of the Human Rights Commission of the
Maldives in a court of law, under powers vested in the Supreme Court as the highest
administrator of justice in the Maldives, under Article 141 (b) of the Constitution, Article 9 (f) of
the Judicature Act (Law no: 22/2010), and Article 86 of the Supreme Court regulations. The
defendant in this case is the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives.
Points of note:
The Supreme Court –with reference to the facts, documents, evidence, testimony provided by
the members of the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives in court, the Constitution, the
Judicature Act, other relevant laws, and norms accepted in democratic societies – notes the
following:
a) First, the most fundamental principle of international law is the principle of non-intervention in
the sovereignty and the domestic affairs of another state. This is also the foremost pillar of the
Maldivian democratic system. The Maldives has the right, based on the principle of sovereign
equality and sovereign immunity, to participate in the international community as an equal to
other states. It is unlawful for any party or individual to commit acts against national security and
interests, as per the Constitution of the Maldives. Further, similar to other states, it is only the
executive function (Sultha – Siyasiyya) that can represent the Maldivian state. According to
international law, the Maldivian state is mandated to fulfill the three conditions of statehood i.e.
territory, the citizens and the executive function. There is no legal dispute over the fact that the
executive function has the sovereign power to conduct its own affairs in accordance with
constitutional principles designated by the state within the state’s sovereign jurisdiction. Further,
Article 2 of the Constitution states that the Maldives is a sovereign, independent, democratic

republic based on the principles of Islam, and is a unitary state. The three branches of the
executive function are the legislative branch, the executive branch and the judicial branch. The
powers of these three branches are clearly defined in Article 5,6 and 7 of the Constitution.
b) Second, given Article 115 (j) (k) of the Constitution states that it is the president who is
authorized to determine, conduct and oversee the foreign policy of the country, to conduct
political relations with foreign nations and international organizations, to enter into general
treaties and agreements with foreign states and international organizations, which do not
impose any obligations on citizens, and to enter into and ratify, with the approval of the People’s
Majlis, treaties and agreements with foreign states and international organizations, which
impose obligations on citizens,
and given that the legal procedures of the sovereign and legal system and international
procedures state that acts such as dissemination of information and reports in the name of the
state to foreign bodies, to meet international obligations, must be organized within the state,
It is clear that any act committed by any party or institution that contravenes these procedures is
unlawful and violates the principle of supremacy of the Constitution laid out in Article 299 of the
Constitution and the principle of rule of law.
c) Third, in the preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), it is stated that
human rights should be protected by the rule of law. Article 8 and 10 of the UDHR state that
everyone has the right to an effective remedy by courts or national tribunals for acts violating the
fundamental rights granted to them by the constitution or by law, and that everyone is entitled in
full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the
determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charges against them. Hence, it is
known that the final authority to apply legal principles lies with the courts.
With reference to the principle of the rule of law, and to Article 42 (a) of the Constitution of the
Maldives that states that everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable
time by an independent court or tribunal established by law to determine one’s civil rights and
obligations or of any criminal charge, and with reference to the abovementioned clauses of the
UDHR, and with reference to the supervisory role granted to the Supreme Court – in order to
uphold the responsibility of protecting individual and communal rights and to strengthen and
improve access to justice – by Article 141 (b) of the Maldives Constitution,
and while Article 143 (b) and (d), and Article 144 and Article 145, grant the Maldives Supreme
Court, similar to the apex courts in other democratic societies, the power, in its supervisory
authority to ensure basic rights, to issue habeas corpus, mandamus, certiorari, writ of
prohibition, and quo warranto prerogative writs, and while the procedures to issue such rulings
have been decided by the Maldives’ legal system and by the Supreme Court’s rulings,
the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives has prepared a report that provides false
information about these legal procedures, without referring to official sources such as the
Constitution, laws and regulations, and court rulings.
It is clear this information is baseless from the confession of the members of the Human Rights
Commission in court. Even though members in court said they had provided information in such
a manner because the Supreme Court had not responded to requests for information on these
procedures, they were unable to prove to any extent that they had made a request for such
information. While laws and regulations concerning the courts, and court rulings are made

available to the public, there is no law that allows the Human Rights Commission of the
Maldives to write a report containing false information regarding these provisions.
This act by the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives contravenes Article 189 of the
Constitution that states that the commission must be an independent and impartial commission
that shall promote respect for human rights, impartially without favor and prejudice. It also
contravenes the Human Rights Commission Act (Law no: 6/2006) that states the commission
must promote human rights in line with the Constitution of the Maldives.
d) Fourth, the preparation of the above-mentioned report was unlawful as it contained
information that is false, and information that misleads [the public] about the jurisdiction of the
courts. Hence, the preparation and the dissemination of the report by the Human Rights
Commission amounts to interference with the judiciary’ work and undue influence of the
judiciary. It also contravenes Article 141 (c) and (d) of the Constitution and international norms,
and clearly violates the independence granted to the judiciary by international laws. It is known
from the commission members’ testimony in court that the information included in the Human
Rights Commission of the Maldives’ report is false and based on unreliable sources. It is clearly
known from the Constitution, laws and regulations regarding judicial procedures, and from court
verdicts, that the Maldivian courts conduct trials, as in other democratic societies, according to
legal procedures which are written to ensure fair trial. The Maldivians state is one that maintains
respect for obligations under international covenants that it is party to, and on its own initiative,
passes laws to protect human rights in line with international standards, and the Maldivian state
abides by these laws. The Maldivian state has established the Human Rights Commission of
the Maldives as a national body according to the Paris Principles. Given that the three branches
of the Maldivian state protect and promote human rights, the members of the Human Rights
Commission of the Maldives, have shown bias, undermined the commission’s credibility, been
willfully negligent towards the progress the state has made and continues to make in
[establishing] democracy and upholding the rule of law and human rights, and has been
oblivious to those who commit terrorist acts against the people, state institutions and security
forces, and acts that endanger peace and order, and undermine the state’s independence and
sovereignty, and those who commit such acts. It is clear that the commission, by failing to rely
on credible information and by preparing a false report and by disseminating this report, has
acted unlawfully and encouraged acts that undermine the Maldives’ independence, sovereignty,
constitutional system, and peace and order.
e) Fifth, state institutions must function according to societal truths and values, and with regard
to the state’s capabilities and facilities that are available to it, and without spreading unlawful
information that endangers the state, and without allowing room for unlawful acts, and by
prioritizing prudent and peaceful solutions, and based on principles that bring out the best
results. Although there are rights afforded to individuals, one of the most fundamental
responsibilities of the national body on human rights (The Human Rights Commission of the
Maldives) is to refrain from acts that undermine the nation and public interest. It is clear that the
national body on human rights must function impartially and as a national institution according to
the UN resolution passed in the 1993 Vienna Conference and according to the Paris Principles.
The role of the national body on human rights, established within the state’s sovereign system,
must be to promote human rights and to advise the government and other authorities on
protecting human rights, and conducting awareness programs. Hence, such a national body
must not overstep into the jurisdiction of any institution within the executive power or that of the
security forces or the judiciary or the legislature. It is not legal to make a law in such a manner
or interpret a law in such a manner. The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives is a body

that listens to complaints by the citizens, and works to address such complaints, and interacts
directly with the people. It is clear that for such an institution to act in ways that overlap with the
mandate of other state institutions, in fact, undermines its own mandate.
f) Sixth, the national body on human rights must work within the sovereign legal system of the
state, in the spirit of cooperation with the branches of the state and its institutions, without bias,
to provide recommendations on matters concerning human rights and matters violating human
rights, to review complaints of violations of human rights and to provide redress, to advise on
bills protecting human rights and revisions for such laws, to assess the situation of human
rights, to provide advice in such situations, and to conduct educational and awareness
programs on human rights, or conduct such programs in association with other state offices, in
order to promote and protect human rights.
Verdict
Whereas the Article 141 (b) of the Maldives Constitution clearly states that the highest authority
for the administration of justice is the Maldives Supreme Court,
Whereas [the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives] has described steps taken by the
Supreme Court, in its role as the guardian of the Maldives Constitution and laws, to uphold the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary, and to ensure justice without fear and prejudice,
and according to the Islamic Shariah and laws, and to uphold the rule of law, as controlling the
judiciary,
Whereas the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives, in the subheading access to Justice in
the report, the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), which was made public on September 16,
2014, has mislead [the public] on the jurisdiction of the highest authority in the administration of
justice, the Supreme Court, and on the legal procedures used by the courts in conducting trials,
and on the procedures used by courts in providing information
Whereas the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives has prepared the abovementioned
report, shared this report with parties in the Maldives and abroad, and whereas this report
contains false information regarding the procedures accepted and followed by the courts,
Given that Article 145 (c) of the Maldives Constitution states that the Supreme Court shall be the
final authority on the interpretation of the Constitution, the law, or any other matter dealt with by
a court of law, and
Given Article 20 of the Maldives Judicature Act (22/2010) clearly states that the government, the
parliament and the state institutions must obey and abide by the Supreme Court’s rulings
It is ruled that the statement made by the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives which
describes the previous, current and future work of the Supreme Court, acting in its role as the
highest authority in the administration of justice, and according to the Maldives Constitution,
relevant laws and international best practices, as controlling the judiciary, and disseminating
information that is false and undermines trust in the judiciary via the above mentioned report to
parties in the Maldives and abroad, is an act that contravenes Article 141, Article 145 (c), Article
299 (a) of the Maldives Constitution, and Article 20 (a) and (b) of Law no 22/2010 (Judicature
Act)

Hence, the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives is ordered to respect the Maldives
Constitution and not to repeat such an act deliberately.
Further, given that the Human Rights Commission of the Maldives, established under Article 189
(a) of the Maldives Constitution, similar to other state institutions, has no obligations other than
those mandated by the Islamic Sharia, the Maldives Constitution and laws, international
covenants the Maldives is party to, and part of the international covenants the Maldives is party
to,
And given that the Maldives is a sovereign, independent, democratic republic based on the
principles of Islam, and is a unitary state,
The Human Rights Commission of the Maldives, in conducting activities to promote and protect
human rights, is ordered to:
1. Act within the ambit of the Maldives Constitution and laws to ensure the full protection of the
interests of Maldivian state and its citizens
2. Ensure the commission does not in any manner disrupt the Maldivian citizen’s unity and
homogeny
3. Ensure the commission does not undermine peace, security, order, and age-old norms of
behavior
4. Ensure the commission does not overlap with and take over the responsibilities and
mandate of other state institutions
5. Ensure such activities are permitted in Maldivian society by the Maldives Constitution and its
laws
6. Ensure such activities are in line with the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, and good
behavior
7. Ensure such activities are based on policies compiled in light of credible research in line with
the Maldivian faith, accepted societal norms, good behavior, the Maldivian Constitution and
laws, and in a manner that protects national security, peace and unity, and with the full
cooperation of other institutions of the Maldivian state
8. In the event the commission has to work with foreign bodies, the commission, as an organ
of the sovereign and independent Maldivian state, must follow procedures established by
the state and work with the mediation of the relevant state institution
9. Uphold the lawful government, ensure respect for the rule of law, and ensure such activities
increase the citizens’ obedience to the rule of law
10. Ensure such activities are free from political bias, and without the intention of furthering the
interests of a specific party or to defame a specific party
11. Ensure such activities do not encourage political, social and religious extremism, and do not
facilitate hardship for the Maldives, and do not tarnish the Maldivian nation’s good
reputation.

